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1 Letter from the Directors

1.1 Introduction

It is highly recommended that debaters begin by reading the Topic Introduction post

on the NHSDLC website here. Once debaters are more familiar with the general idea

of the topic, then they can proceed with reading the rest of the research packet.

This research packet is a tool for preparing students to debate the topic, Resolved:

The European Union should enforce antitrust regulations on technology

giants. This will be the topic for the NHSDLC Nationals 2020 season.

The first section contains background information about the topic, including some

background articles to discuss the terms of this topic. The second section will contain

a topic analysis written by NHSDLC’s Academic Committee. The final two sections

will contain evidence that supports either the Pro or Con side.

It is up to each debater to read the articles and incorporate their arguments and ev-

idence into their cases accordingly, considering bias, context, and how these articles

present their evidence. Additionally, an article under “Pro” may still have sections

or statements that support or sound more like the Con side. These categories are

not meant to be “only Pro” evidence; they are only designed to help debaters find

some basic starting evidence and ideas for each side of the topic. Some of the re-

sources here have been shortened with an ellipsis [. . . ]. However, most of the articles

have been posted in their full original length since reading the whole article allows

greater understanding of the context and primary idea.

Each article is introduced with a note from the NHSDLC which provides a brief

summary of the article and some context of the article (e.g. the value of the article,

ways debaters might use this article, etc.). New this season, the introduction of

each article will also contain questions about the article that debaters can use to

check their comprehension of the article. We recommend that debaters read these

questions before reading the article and then try to answer the questions after they’ve

finished reading the article.

There is an additional advanced supplement packet for more advanced students.

The supplement is not required to understand the topic. It contains additional

information and some more advanced articles that are more difficult to read and

comprehend, particularly as it relates to studies and economics. It is highly rec-

ommended that debaters read through this research packet first before reading the

advanced supplement as the advanced supplement does not contain the introduc-

tory material in this research packet. After reading through our provided research

packets, it is also highly recommended to find articles, evidence, and ideas from

your own research, as the most successful debaters tend to find unique evidence and

arguments that are truly their own.
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1.2 Making the Most of the Research Packet

New this season, we’d like to provide some advice on utilizing our research packet

and sample cases. This advice is helpful for coaches, parents, and debaters alike.

The length of this packet can seem intimidating, so here is some advice for using

the research packet.

1. We recommend reading the topic analysis after reading this letter and before

reading the other sections. This is because the topic analysis will provide an

overarching framework for understanding the topic. It is usually more effective

to get a broad understanding of the topic as a whole and then fill in the specific

missing knowledge later.

2. We recommend strategies of active reading. Simply reading and re-reading

the material isn’t an effective way to understand and learn as students will

likely forget the material. Here’s some suggestions for active reading, taken

from the Open University:

• Underline or highlight key words and phrases as you read. When you

return to it later on, you can easily see which points you identified as

important. Be selective - too much highlighting won’t help.

• Make annotations in the margin to summarise points, raise questions,

challenge what you’ve read, jot down examples and so on. This takes

more thought than highlighting, so you’ll probably remember the content

better. (Use sticky notes if you don’t want to mark the text.)

• Read critically by asking questions of the text. Who wrote it? When?

Who is the intended audience? Does it link with other material you’ve

studied in the module? Why do you think it was written? Is it an excerpt

from a longer piece of text?

• Test yourself by reading for half an hour, putting the text away and

jotting down the key points from memory. Go back to the text to fill in

gaps.

• Look for ‘signposts’ that help you understand the text - phrases like ‘most

importantly’, ‘in contrast’, ‘on the other hand’.

• Explain what you’ve read to someone else.

• Record yourself reading the module material or your notes, and listen to

the recording while you’re travelling or doing household chores.1

• Another way to think about active reading is through the SQ3R method.

It is good for revision as well as reading something for the first time.

1Critical reading techniques: Active reading”, 2 March 2018, The Open University,

https://help.open.ac.uk/active-reading.
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‘SQ3R’ stands for the five steps involved. SKIM through the text quickly

to get an overall impression. QUESTION. If you are reading it for a

particular purpose (for example, to answer an assignment), ask yourself

how it helps. Also ask questions of the text: Who? What? Where?

When? How? READ. Read the text in a focused, and fairly speedy way.

REMEMBER. Test your memory - but don’t worry if you can’t remember

much. REVIEW. Read the text in more detail, taking notes. Use your

own words.

3. For teachers or coaches, we recommend creating lesson plans that incorporate

active reading into the assignments. For example, you could assign students

to read an article and submit a short paper that contains annotations, notes,

questions, and a summary of the article that they just read. You could also

assign students to give mini-presentations on an article they were assigned to

read where they have to summarize the article as well as identify arguments

(claims, warrants, and impacts) in the article. You can also use the questions

we’ve introduced at the beginning of each article as an assignment.

National High School Debate League of China
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2 Topic Analysis

2.1 The Idea of Antitrust Laws

Towards the end of the 19th century, economists and politicians alike believed that

the market, if left to its own devices, will lead to more competition and that free

markets were the product of no regulation. Then in 1880, Standard Oil Co. Inc and

Senator John Sherman happened. Standard Oil Co. Inc gained control of 90 percent

of the market for crude oil in the United States and in the form of Standard Oil

trust expanded into railroads, transportation, infrastructure, marketing, and print

media. The market dominance of Standard Oil probed that competition is not the

end product of an unregulated market. Competition has to be artificially introduced

into a market via regulation for a market to be truly free in economic sense.

In response to a public outcry over the power of big corporations in setting high

prices for basic commodities, Senator John Sherman proposed The Sherman An-

titrust Act in 1890 that carried provisions to break up monopolies. The political

environment that led to the passage of the Sherman Act is best described in In-

vestopedia as,

The legislation was passed at a time of extreme public hostility towards

large corporations like Standard Oil and the American Railway Union

which were seen to be unfairly monopolizing certain industries. This

outcry sprang from both consumers, who were being damaged by exorbi-

tantly high prices on essential goods, and competitors in production, who

found themselves shut out of industries because of deliberate attempts by

certain companies to keep other enterprises out of the market. The Act

received immediate public approval, but as the legislation’s definition of

concepts like trusts, monopolies, and collusion were not clearly defined,

few business entities were actually prosecuted under its measures.

However, the popular demand for the Act signaled an important shift

in American regulatory strategy towards business and markets. After

the nineteenth-century rise of big business, American lawmakers reacted

with a drive to regulate business practices more strictly. The Sherman

Antitrust Act paved the legislative road for more specific laws like the

Clayton Act. Measures like these had widespread popular support, but

lawmakers were also motivated by a genuine desire to keep the American

market economy broadly competitive in the face of changing business

practices.2

Also known as Sherman’s Hammer, the act was used to break up two great

monopolies in US economic history, Standard Oil Co. in 1911 and ATT in 1984.

2https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/sherman-antiturst-act.asp
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Since the passage of the Sherman Act, antitrust laws have been widely adopted all

over the world to regulate market participants and foster competition.

2.2 Tech and Antitrust

In the United States, the history between technology giants and antitrust regula-

tions is. The 1980s and 90s are ripe with examples of antitrust regulations and

tech clashing and these are examples debaters would benefit from being familiar

with.

The 1980s saw major changes in the tech and telecommunications land-

scape, primarily the breakup of ATT, which agreed to end its telecom

monopoly by splitting into a number of “baby bells.” At the start of

the ‘90s, the Federal Trade Commission was already scrutinizing com-

puterized systems that seemed to facilitate entirely new monopolistic

and collusive schemes. In 1992, for instance, the Justice Department

sued eight major airlines for running a price-fixing scheme through their

computerized reservation system. Companies would signal their fares in

obscure ticket metadata, creating what the complaint called an “elec-

tronic smoke-filled room.” (The case eventually went to a settlement.)3

However, there’s one example in particular that every debater on the topic must

be aware of and that’s the (in)famous Microsoft case in the 1990s.Officially termed

United States v. Microsoft Corporation, it is the most famous antitrust law case in

which Microsoft was accused of holding a monopoly and engaging in anti-competitive

practices violating sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Antitrust Act. In 2000, it was

ruled that Microsoft was to divide the company in half, creating two companies, one

responsible for the operating system and the other responsible for software.

The basic argument against Microsoft was that Microsoft was abusing its monopoly

power by bundling its popular Windows operating system with its web browser

Internet Explorer (IE) which was allowing Microsoft to win the “browser wars” and

beat out all other web browsers at the time. (Can you believe that there was a time

where Internet Explorer was considered good?) There were other technical details

of the case like whether Microsoft was also doing things on the OS side to make

using third-party web browsers harder to install or use. Microsoft defended itself by

claiming that Windows and IE were really part of the same product, that merging

the two was the result of innovation in the free market, and that it didn’t harm

consumers because IE was being provided for free.

In fact, this case is so important that it’s directly cited in almost every single pro-

posal for enacting antitrust regulations. Whether or not the Microsoft case was a

3Robertson, Adi. “How the Antitrust Battles of the ’90s Set the Stage for Today’s Tech Gi-

ants.” The Verge, The Verge, 6 Sept. 2018, www.theverge.com/2018/9/6/17827042/antitrust-

1990s-microsoft-google-aol-monopoly-lawsuits-history. Accessed 6 May 2019
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good or bad example depends almost entirely on whether you think antitrust regu-

lations are generally good or bad (as it is surprisingly difficult to find someone who

thinks that the Microsoft case was good but oppose contemporary antitrust regula-

tions and vice versa). Those who believe that the Microsoft case was a successful

demonstration of antitrust regulations typically herald it as the model for future

antitrust regulations.

The nearly 20-year-old case of US v. Microsoft illustrates how today’s

tech giants are breaking the law. The court held that Microsoft used its

monopoly power in ”Intel-compatible desktop PC operating systems” to

squash the Netscape browser by requiring computer makers to instead

install Microsoft’s own Internet Explorer browser. Rather than compet-

ing on the merits, Microsoft used its monopoly power to try to take over

the internet browser market. Ironically, if the Department of Justice had

not sued Microsoft to stop its anti competitive behavior, Google might

not exist! After taking over the internet browser market, Microsoft could

have required computer makers to use its own search engine, too.

Google, Amazon and Facebook are following the same playbook. The

tech giants have ”platform privilege” — the incentive and ability to

prioritize their own goods and services over those of competitors that

depend on their platforms. By doing so, they contend they are improving

their products and benefiting customers. An entrepreneur can create a

superior product or service and still get crushed because Big Tech is

controlling the game and playing it, too. 4

The EU is much stricter on antitrust than the US. In fact, it just hit Google with

its 3rd billion dollar plus fine earlier this year concerning its Adsense program. EU

law just deals with antitrust issues in a different way than the US does.

EU law sets a lower bar for finding abuse of dominance by a company, so it’s easier

to run afoul of antitrust restrictions. (The U.S. chose not to bring charges against

Google for the same conduct the EU found illegal.) EU enforcers also have been

more wary of big companies collecting consumers’ personal data. Strict new privacy

rules that took effect in the EU last May under the General Data Protection Reg-

ulation gave regulators unprecedented powers to protect people from having their

data misused by companies doing business there. Already, Google has been fined 50

million euros ($56.8 million) for privacy violations – the highest such penalty ever

in the EU. (Google has appealed.)5

4Hubbard, Sally. “Perspectives: The Case for Why Big Tech Is Violating Antitrust Laws.” CNN,

Cable News Network, 2 Jan. 2019,www.cnn.com/2019/01/02/perspectives/big-tech-facebook-

google-amazon-microsoft-antitrust/index.html. Accessed 6 May 2019
5McLaughlin, David. “Did Big Tech Get Too Big? More of the World Is Asking.” The

Washington Post, WP Company, 24 Mar. 2019, www.washingtonpost.com/business/did-

big-tech-get-too-big-more-of-the-world-is-asking/2019/03/22/dc8cdc7e-4c77-11e9-8cfc-
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2.3 Why is everyone talking about it now?

After lying dormant for almost two decades, antitrust regulation is back in the

spotlight because of two reasons. First, the antitrust policy proposals from the

now shuttered US presidential campaigns of Senators Elizabeth Warren and Bernie

Sanders, both of who talked about breaking up “big tech” if elected as POTUS. As

Senator Warren described on a memo published on her campaign website,

Twenty-five years ago, Facebook, Google, and Amazon didn’t exist. Now

they are among the most valuable and well-known companies in the

world. It’s a great story — but also one that highlights why the govern-

ment must break up monopolies and promote competitive markets. . . .

Today’s big tech companies have too much power — too much power

over our economy, our society, and our democracy. They’ve bulldozed

competition, used our private information for profit, and tilted the play-

ing field against everyone else. And in the process, they have hurt small

businesses and stifled innovation.

I want a government that makes sure everybody — even the biggest and

most powerful companies in America — plays by the rules. And I want

to make sure that the next generation of great American tech companies

can flourish6.

Second, the European Union’s recent push against anti-competitive practices of

US technology giants. The best known of such cases is the European Commission’s

record EUR 1.9 billion fine against Google for its anti competitive practice that hurt

European businesses. Critics of EU Commission’s previous lax record of regulating

foreign tech firms argue that to be the reason that there are any European tech firms

as successful in the consumer internet sector as Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix

and Google are. With an increasingly assertive European Commission, this issue

of international antitrust enforcement against primarily US tech firms will be a key

issue in EU-US relations for the next decade.

2.4 Details

Before talking about some major pro and con arguments, students should note a

few important points.

First The topic is rooted in both international relations and economic theory.

It forces the Pro to answer two questions. 1. Can 21st century technology giants

be considered monopolies or that impede competition IN the European Union?

Dominating an industry in market share is not the same as exhibiting monopolistic

2c5d0999c21estory.html?utmterm = .b626ef758321. Accessed 6 May 2019.
6https://medium.com/@teamwarren/heres-how-we-can-break-up-big-tech-9ad9e0da324c
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behavior. 2. Are the European Union’s current antitrust laws effective in addressing

such monopoly and market dominance concerns?

Second, the topic calls for debaters to argue whether the EU should enforce ex-

isting antitrust laws, not whether it should create new antitrust regulations to

better fit the needs of cross-border antitrust issues such as it faces now. The Con’s

burden here is to purely negate the resolution that current antitrust regulations

should not be enforced, not to argue for creating and enforcing new regulations.

Third,

2.5 Pro Arguments

The Pro’s arguments on this topic are founded on the critiques of monopolistic be-

havior common throughout many conceptions of economics. Under these models, the

most effective markets are characterized by high levels of competition among firms,

and this competition increases innovation while driving down prices. A monopoly, in

which there is only one firm, is a completely non-competitive market, which allows

prices to rise and innovation to decrease.

The best Pro teams on this topic will update and contextualize these arguments

for the contemporary era of technology, citing cases like the antitrust suit against

Microsoft and the breakup of Ma Bell as examples of effective antitrust regulation

applied to the technology sector. Pro teams should argue that the tech giants have

acted anti-competitively, using their power to prevent challengers and preserve their

massive market shares. Pro teams can argue that the tech giants have taken on

unprecedented levels of power to shape the economy and society, ruthlessly destroy-

ing competitors and shaping political and cultural discourse according to their own

design.

Pro teams should deploy a combination of economic and political impacts, because,

while antitrust has traditionally limited itself to mostly economic matters, the scope

and influence of the tech giants goes far beyond matters of price and market struc-

ture. Pro teams should also make sure to root their arguments in specifically Eu-

ropean antitrust law and practice, which takes a broader foundation for regulating

than American law.

2.6 Con Arguments

There are two basic directions the Con can take on this topic. The first is to argue

that the European Union should not enforce its antitrust laws on tech giants because

those companies are not monopolies or at least are not acting in anti competitive

ways. The Con arguments along this line will make claims that, while it is true

that the tech companies have high market shares and much power, they do not use

that power to harm consumers, and that there is still enough space for competition

National High School Debate League of China
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to exist. This makes cracking down on these companies unnecessary or otherwise

outside the scope of antitrust laws as they were originally intended.

The other direction that the Con can take is arguing that the companies are not

harmful, and are even beneficial. Con teams can concede that the tech giants are,

in many cases, monopolies or near-monopolies, but argue that this monopolistic

quality, rather than being a negative which should be attacked or broken up, is

actually a positive, because it allows for access to network effects and economies of

scale which make the operation of these companies possible. Amazon, for example,

probably could not offer such low prices to consumers if it did not have an integrated

marketplace and logistics network.

However, the Con must be careful not to contradict themselves. Arguing both that

tech giants are not monopolies and that monopolies are good would be bad strat-

egy. The Con can also offer a litany of arguments for the benefits of a relatively

unregulated marketplace, like the innovations authored by Bell Labs, a famous re-

search department underwritten by monopoly profits, or argue that there might be

severe geopolitical consequences of European attempts to regulate non-European

companies.

National High School Debate League of China
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3 Background Evidence

3.1 Check Out What Europe Did

Elizabeth Schulze (a correspondent covering technology at CNBC International,

based in London). “If you want to know what a US tech crackdown may look like,

check out what Europe did”. 7 June 2019. CNBC.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/06/07/how-google-facebook-amazon-and-apple-faced-eu-

tech-antitrust-rules.html.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article covers much of the history of the contro-

versy of EU decisions to levy antitrust fines against US tech firms.

Questions:

1. What are some examples of past antitrust actions that the EU has taken

against major American tech firms?

2. What are the most popular ways that the EU has enforced antitrust in the

past?

3. How many times has Google been fined by the EU?

Europe has made its name as the top cop of tech regulation.

The European Commission, the executive arm of the European Union, has imposed

a combined $9.5 billion in antitrust fines against Google since 2017, and its boss

hints Amazon and Apple might be next in line.

Facebook, meanwhile, has been subject to probes from competition and data protec-

tion authorities across the EU since the region’s strict new set of privacy rules called

the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) went into effect last year.

As U.S. regulators and lawmakers step up their efforts to reign in big tech companies,

Europe offers some valuable lessons.

“You’ve seen a lot of proxy wars go on here because of the nature of the fact that

we’ve got one Europe-wide regulator for antitrust, and the laws are clear, and that

regulator definitely has teeth,” Mark MacGann, Uber’s former head of public policy

in Europe and founder of venture capital and advisory firm Moonshot Ventures, told

CNBC in an interview.

When it comes to enforcement, the European Commission has opted for fines and

mandates for tech companies to their change in business practices, rather than ar-

guing to break them up, said John Cassels, a partner who specializes in competition

law at European firm Fieldfisher, in an interview. This tactic could put Europe’s ap-

proach at odds with some U.S. lawmakers touting strong rhetoric about dismantling

National High School Debate League of China
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big tech companies. The EU’s fines have done little to dent any tech companies’

profits.

“The Commission looked like it was going to go as far as some sort of break-up but

actually it’s sort of shied away from that recently,” Cassels said.

Here’s how Google, Facebook, Amazon and Apple have fared among EU regulators

so far.

Google Alphabet subsidiary Google has faced the toughest antitrust action. In

March, the European Commission levied a $1.7 billion fine on the tech giant for

abusing its dominance in the online advertising market, citing “illegal” practices of

restricting competitors’ ads in search results. Google said this week it is appeal-

ing.

The fine marked the third consecutive year of antitrust rulings on Google from the

EU. In 2018, the regulator charged Google with a record $5.1 billion fine for anti-

competitive practices on its Android devices, saying the company had forced device

makers to pre-install its own apps. Analysts at Evercore ISI wrote in note last

week they expect the U.S. Department of Justice could take cues from this specific

case, which forced Google to offer browser and search-app alternatives on Android

devices.

“We believe this could be an area where US investigators take a much closer look

then previously, given the now far greater importance of the mobile ecosystem vs

2011,” the Evercore analysts wrote.

The European Commission first went after Google in 2017 with a $2.7 billion fine

for abusing its dominance as a search engine. The EU accused Google of favoring

its own comparison shopping service over competitors’ in search results.

Legal experts said the 2017 findings, which were released after a nearly seven-year

investigation, could also serve as a guide for antitrust action in the U.S. when it

comes to Google’s search practices. But they also cautioned it’s easier to prove

market dominance under EU legal standards than in the U.S.

“In the U.S. the thresholds are higher and the FTC and DOJ are sort of put to the

test by courts,” Fieldfisher’s Cassels said.

Facebook Facebook’s EU headquarters is in Ireland, and the social media giant is

facing several inquiries from the Data Protection Commission there. The complaints

range from Facebook failing to provide access to personal data to how the company

targets ads on its platform.

“You’re going to see a lot of decisions over the coming months by national regulators

in Europe especially in Ireland,” MacGann said.

Experts also point to the findings of a three-year long investigation of Facebook

National High School Debate League of China
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by Germany’s antitrust watchdog, which could serve as a guide for a possible FTC

investigation because it tackles both data collection and monopoly concerns. In

February, the German regulator found Facebook had abused its market dominance

in the way it collects, merges and uses user data across its platforms, including

WhatsApp and Instagram. It ordered the company to stop merging data on separate

apps without users’ deliberate consent. Facebook appealed the order.

Amazon Germany’s antitrust watchdog is also investigating Amazon. At stake is

whether the retail giant prevents fair competition in its online marketplace in the

country. The regulator cited “numerous complaints” it had received from sellers

about Amazon’s business practices.

Amazon’s role in e-commerce has prompted recent probes by national competition

authorities in Austria and Italy, too. In the case of Italy, regulators singled out

Amazon’s practices in both online retailing and logistics. Amazon has said it is fully

cooperating with authorities.

Meanwhile Margrethe Vestager, the head of competition policy in Europe, told

CNBC in April the EU’s investigation of Amazon is in an “advanced” stage. The

European Commission is examining whether Amazon is taking advantage of mer-

chants’ data.

Apple In March, Spotify filed a complaint against Apple with the European Com-

mission, saying Apple’s App Store fees put competitors at a disadvantage. The

Stockholm-based music streaming company took issue with a 30% cut the iPhone

maker takes from most in-app purchases made through the App Store. Apple says

its fees are reasonable.

Spotify’s EU complaint mirrors a lawsuit filed in the U.S. this week by app developers

arguing Apple has attained “monopoly power” through its App Store.

The EU said it will assess Spotify’s complaint through its standard procedures. But

Vestager hasn’t hesitated to take on Apple in the past, ordering the company to pay

back Ireland $14.5 billion in taxes in 2016.

Tech stocks have been under pressure since news broke of possible DOJ and FTC

investigations, with shares of Google parent company Alphabet dropping roughly

5% and Facebook tumbling around 6% over the past five days. Shares of Amazon

and Apple have traded higher during that period.
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3.2 Why Big Tech Should Fear Europe

The Economist. ”Why big tech should fear Europe”. 23 March 2019.

https://www.economist.com/leaders/2019/03/23/why-big-tech-should-fear-europe.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article highlights some of the differences between

the US and European approach to antitrust.

Questions:

1. What are some of the things tech giants are accused of doing?

2. What has Europe decided to not do?

3. What are some of the risks to the European approach?

“The birthday of a new world is at hand.” Ever since Thomas Paine penned those

words in 1776, America has seen itself as the land of the new—and Europe as

a continent stuck in the past. Nowhere is that truer than in the tech industry.

America is home to 15 of the world’s 20 most valuable tech firms; Europe has one.

Silicon Valley is where the brainiest ideas meet the smartest money. America is

also where the debate rages loudly over how to tame the tech giants, so that they

act in the public interest. Tech tycoons face roastings by Congress for their firms’

privacy lapses. Elizabeth Warren, a senator who is running for president in 2020,

wants Facebook to be broken up. Yet if you want to understand where the world’s

most powerful industry is heading, look not to Washington and California, but to

Brussels and Berlin. In an inversion of the rule of thumb, while America dithers

the European Union is acting. This week Google was fined $1.7bn for strangling

competition in the advertising market. Europe could soon pass new digital copyright

laws. Spotify has complained to the eu about Apple’s alleged antitrust abuses. And,

as our briefing explains, the eu is pioneering a distinct tech doctrine that aims to

give individuals control over their own information and the profits from it, and to

prise open tech firms to competition. If the doctrine works, it could benefit millions

of users, boost the economy and constrain tech giants that have gathered immense

power without a commensurate sense of responsibility. Western regulators have

had showdowns over antitrust with tech firms before, including ibm in the 1960s

and Microsoft in the 1990s. But today’s giants are accused not just of capturing

huge rents and stifling competition, but also of worse sins, such as destabilising

democracy (through misinformation) and abusing individual rights (by invading

privacy). As ai takes off, demand for information is exploding, making data a new

and valuable resource. Yet vital questions remain: who controls the data? How

should the profits be distributed? The only thing almost everyone can agree on is

that the person deciding cannot be Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s scandal-swamped

boss. The idea of the eu taking the lead on these questions will seem bizarre to many
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executives who view it as an entrepreneurial wasteland and the spiritual home of

bureaucracy. In fact, Europe has clout and new ideas. The big five tech giants,

Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, Facebook and Microsoft, make on average a quarter of

their sales there. And as the world’s biggest economic bloc, the eu’s standards are

often copied in the emerging world. Europe’s experience of dictatorship makes it

vigilant about privacy. Its regulators are less captured by lobbying than America’s

and its courts have a more up-to-date view of the economy. Europe’s lack of tech

firms helps it take a more objective stance. A key part of Europe’s approach is

deciding what not to do. For now it has dismissed the option of capping tech

firms’ profits and regulating them like utilities, which would make them stodgy,

permanent monopolies. It has also rejected break-ups: thanks to network effects,

one of the Facebabies or Googlettes might simply become dominant again. Instead

the eu’s doctrine marries two approaches. One draws on its members’ cultures,

which, for all their differences, tend to protect individual privacy. The other uses

the eu’s legal powers to boost competition. The first leads to the assertion that you

have sovereignty over data about you: you should have the right to access them,

amend them and determine who can use them. This is the essence of the General

Data Protection Regulation (gdpr), whose principles are already being copied by

many countries across the world. The next step is to allow interoperability between

services, so that users can easily switch between providers, shifting to firms that

offer better financial terms or treat customers more ethically. (Imagine if you could

move all your friends and posts to Acebook, a firm with higher privacy standards

than Facebook and which gave you a cut of its advertising revenues.) One model is a

scheme in Britain called Open Banking, which lets bank customers share their data

on their spending habits, regular payments and so on with other providers. A new

report for Britain’s government says that tech firms must open up in the same way.

Europe’s second principle is that firms cannot lock out competition. That means

equal treatment for rivals who use their platforms. The eu has blocked Google from

competing unfairly with shopping sites that appear in its search results or with

rival browsers that use its Android operating system. A German proposal says that

a dominant firm must share bulk, anonymised data with competitors, so that the

economy can function properly instead of being ruled by a few data-hoarding giants.

(For example, all transport firms should have access to Uber’s information about

traffic patterns.) Germany has changed its laws to stop tech giants buying up scores

of startups that might one day pose a threat. Europe’s approach offers a new vision,

in which consumers control their privacy and how their data are monetised. Their

ability to switch creates competition that should boost choice and raise standards.

The result should be an economy in which consumers are king and information and

power are dispersed. It would be less cosy for the tech giants. They might have

to offer a slice of their profits (the big five made $150bn last year) to their users,

invest more or lose market share. The European approach has risks. It may prove

hard to achieve true interoperability between firms. So far, gdpr has proved clunky.
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The open flow of data should not cut across the concern for privacy. Here Europe’s

bureaucrats will have to rely on entrepreneurs, many of them American, to come up

with answers. The other big risk is that Europe’s approach is not adopted elsewhere,

and the continent becomes a tech Galapagos, cut off from the mainstream. But the

big firms will be loth to split their businesses into two continental silos. And there

are signs that America is turning more European on tech: California has adopted a

law that is similar to gdpr. Europe is edging towards cracking the big-tech puzzle

in a way that empowers consumers, not the state or secretive monopolies. If it finds

the answer, Americans should not hesitate to copy it—even if that means looking

to the lands their ancestors left behind.
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3.3 E.U.’s New Digital Czar

Matina Stevis-Gridneff (the Brussels correspondent for The New York Times, cov-

ering the European Union). ”E.U.’s New Digital Czar: ‘Most Powerful Regulator

of Big Tech on the Planet’”. 10 September 2019. New York Times.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/10/world/europe/margrethe-vestager-european-

union-tech-regulation.html?action=clickmodule=RelatedLinkspgtype=Article.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article introduces Margrethe Vestager’s new ex-

panded role at the European Commission as well as covers some of the history of

EU antitrust and some of the concerns her ascension may raise.

Questions:

1. What new position has Margrethe Vestager taken? Why does it make her

more powerful?

2. How might Vestager broader existing EU antitrust laws?

3. What are some examples of Americans following the lead on European an-

titrust?

BRUSSELS — For five years, Margrethe Vestager was the scourge of Silicon Valley,

levying billions of dollars in fines and initiating investigations against Google, Apple

and Facebook for violating antitrust laws and harming consumers.

As the European Union’s competition commissioner, she and her army of lawyers

became heroes to many critics of Big Tech, even as they were loathed in some

corporate offices and in the White House.

“She hates the United States,” President Trump said, “perhaps worse than any

person I’ve ever met.”

On Tuesday, Ms. Vestager assumed more power than ever, expanding her portfolio

to become the equivalent of the European Union’s digital czar.

It’s a job that analysts say will give her unmatched regulatory reach at a time when

public anger is rising over issues like privacy, disinformation, data management

and the enormous reach of the largest technology companies — like Google, Apple,

Amazon and Facebook — into the everyday lives of billions of people.

“Margrethe Vestager will be the most powerful regulator of Big Tech on the planet,”

said Thomas Vinje, a veteran antitrust lawyer based in Brussels. “She will have more

leverage than anyone else in the world.”

Ms. Vestager’s enhanced status reflects the European Union’s ambition to become

the most activist tech regulator in the world, creating a far-reaching role for itself in
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the global economy. European officials see an opening to become the trusted global

regulator, especially as their American counterparts have been criticized for doing

too little.

As the digital giants branch out into new areas, including finance with Facebook’s

proposed Libra cryptocurrency, regulators are finding it harder to keep up with the

complex, highly sophisticated and opaque nature of the companies they’re meant to

oversee, experts say.

Ms. Vestager’s new role, which combines digital regulation and antitrust enforce-

ment, could be better suited to the new era of digital domination, according to

supporters of more aggressive regulation.

“Europe is clearly signaling that massive data harvesting must be considered a

critical part of competition and regulatory analysis of market forces,” said Gene

Kimmelman, the former chief counsel for policy in the antitrust division of the

Justice Department during the Obama administration, referring to the huge amounts

of personal information gathered by companies like Facebook. “It indicates Europe

increasingly considers control of massive data likely plays a critical role in attaining

dominance in digital markets.”

The unique characteristics of the digital world, including the inability for both con-

sumers and regulators to see the algorithms that determine what users see in search

results and news feeds, and what advertisers pay to reach them, make righting any

potential wrongs in the industry even harder, Mr. Kimmelman, who now works for

consumer-rights nonprofit Public Knowledge, said.

Ms. Vestager’s dual role as both a setter and enforcer of European Union rules

could raise concerns about conflicts of interest and investing too much power in one

office’s hands.

As part of her antitrust portfolio, she will be responsible for assessing if companies

are using their market share to unfairly block out smaller competitors. And from

her new perch as digital regulator, she can advance new rules on company behavior,

including how they collect, use and store users’ data; and how they shield themselves

against cyberattacks.

“Concentration of power is an issue,” said Mr. Vinje, the antitrust lawyer. “There

is an efficiency benefit in having those powers combined in one person, but on the

other hand there is always a benefit in debate and division of power, so one can

question if this results in too much power.”

In her regulatory role, Ms. Vestager will be able to propose new legislation, but any

law will need to be approved by European Union member states and the European

Parliament, meaning her powers will be closely checked.

Ms. Vestager will also continue to oversee ongoing investigations, including whether
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Amazon is unfairly using data from third-party sellers who use its platform to im-

prove its own offerings. Her office has also faced pressure to investigate if Apple is

unfairly using its app store to harm competition, and to initiate further inquiry of

Google.

Under Ms. Vestager’s direction, European Union antitrust authorities have already

fined Google more than $9 billion over the last few years.

In 2017, her office levied a record $2.7 billion fine on Google for unfairly favoring

its own online shopping-comparison service over those of competitors. Last year,

the E.U. ordered Google to pay an additional $5.1 billion for abusing its power in

the mobile phone market to cement the dominance of its software on the Android

platform. This year, antitrust authorities fined Google another $1.7 billion, this

time for abusing its dominance in online advertising.

Her office has also ordered that Apple pay $14.5 billion in back taxes to Ireland

and fined Facebook $122 million for combining the personal data of Facebook and

WhatsApp users, after the company had explicitly said that it would not do so.

Ms. Vestager might broaden the scope of antitrust law to include how digital giants

use data to gain an advantage over rivals. Academics, lawyers and competitors have

argued that existing competition policies must evolve to better account for the use

of personal information by Google, Facebook and Amazon to keep smaller rivals

from emerging.

Not everyone thinks more regulation of the tech world is a good idea.

Ms. Vestager is at the vanguard of tougher tech industry regulation on both sides of

the Atlantic, said Joe Kennedy, a senior fellow at the Information Technology and

Innovation Foundation, a think tank in Washington that has received funding from

tech companies.

“The skepticism, even hostility, toward larger U.S. tech companies goes beyond her,”

Mr. Kennedy said. “The strong danger now is that we’ll have overregulation, rather

than under-regulation.”

Apart from the Silicon Valley giants, Ms. Vestager will oversee the technically diffi-

cult and politically controversial rollout of 5G across the European Union, where the

Chinese manufacturer Huawei remains a powerful player despite being banned from

the United States. Her staff will also be at the forefront of scrutinizing cybersecurity

efforts across the bloc and its half a billion citizens.

Whether tech regulators in other parts of the world, notably the United States, will

see the European approach as an example to follow remains uncertain.

“U.S. law and the courts are more conservative on antitrust,” Mr. Kimmelman said.

He added: “We’ve had very little, almost no enforcement against the tech sector.
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Europe is in the leadership role.”

Still, American officials have recently started to follow Europe’s lead in some cases.

The Justice Department and Federal Trade Commission are now probing the tech

giants. And over the past week, a bipartisan group of state attorneys general an-

nounced investigations of Google and Facebook. Members of Congress have been

calling for more oversight of the fast-growing and influential industry.

As for charges that she is out to get the United States and its digital champions,

Ms. Vestager rejected the claim early on in her career, when she began her first

investigation into Google in 2015.

“My kids or myself never consider for a minute that this is a U.S. company or a

European company,” she told reporters. “The reason we use it is that Google has

very good products.”
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3.4 Big Tech Faces Concerns in Brussels

The Economist. ”Big tech faces competition and privacy concerns in Brussels”.

23 March 2019. https://www.economist.com/briefing/2019/03/23/big-tech-faces-

competition-and-privacy-concerns-in-brussels

Note from the NHSDLC: This article covers some of the disputes and controver-

sies of big tech firms, specifically focusing on concerns about market power.

Questions:

1. What are some of the issues surrounding data with big tech?

2. What are some of the differences between the American and European ways

of looking at antitrust?

3. Explain the concerns of privacy with big tech.

Around 19 in every 20 European internet searches are carried out on Google. Not

those done by Margrethe Vestager. The European Union’s competition chief says

she mostly looks stuff up on Qwant, which prides itself on not tracking users in

the manner its larger rival does. Forget also Google Maps, or Gmail, or any other

product from the Alphabet stable: “I have better alternatives that provide me with

more privacy,” the Danish politician recently told a crowd at sxsw, an annual festival

of tech, music and thought in Austin, Texas.

Ms Vestager is hardly at the vanguard of a movement: even in its domestic French

market, Qwant has less than 1% market share. Nor, at first, might her focus on

privacy seem linked to her trustbusting brief. But, as she has explained, popular

services like Facebook use their customers as part of the “production machinery”.

You may not pay in cash to like a friend’s pictures, or every time you ask Alexa what

a “cup” of butter is in grams—but you might as well do, given how much personal

data you have to fork over. Rather melodramatically, Ms Vestager says what seem

to be free services are ones for which you “pay with your life”.

Those appointed, by governments or themselves, to worry about competition have

a strong interest in big tech firms such as Google and its parent Alphabet, Apple,

Amazon and Facebook. How could they not, given how quickly those firms have

come to dominate the business landscape. On both sides of the Atlantic, the repu-

tation that big-tech companies other than Apple have for making free with people’s

data has led to rules being tightened, and there is talk of tightening them more.

There are other concerns, too. Europeans have a fairly strong feeling that the firms

do not pay enough tax. Everywhere there are worries about the content which they

spread—such as, for a while, video of the massacre in Christchurch—and that which

they are thought to suppress.
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Tech groups have hordes of lobbyists experienced in weathering these various issues.

Occasional losses—such as the 1.5bn ($1.7bn) that Google was fined on March 20th

for abusing its clout in the online-advertising market—can to some extent just be

treated as a cost of doing business. What they are not so well prepared for is the

crossing of some of these streams of complaint. European regulators are bringing

together concerns about privacy and rules about competition to create constraints

that could up-end the way companies do business online.

Common market power

Campaigners have long lamented that, although the users of online platforms tell

pollsters that they care about privacy, they do not act as if they do. If privacy

becomes tied to antitrust concerns, though, users do not need to care. They merely

need to be content that regulators armed with big sticks—European regulators are

empowered to levy fines on companies operating in Europe that are a significant

fraction of their global revenue—should care on their behalf. Ms Vestager and her

colleagues seem happy to do the honours.

The premise for bringing together concerns about privacy and competition is that

the tight grip which big tech companies have over user data is what has turned them

into entrenched, and perhaps abusive, incumbents. As Andreas Mundt, head of Ger-

many’s competition watchdog, the Bundeskartellamt, puts it, “Europe says. . . that

data can provide market power.” In February, his agency startled technology com-

panies and those who analyse them with a ruling against Facebook built on such an

analysis. In a 300-page finding it argued that Facebook was only able to gather so

much data because of its dominant position amid social networks.

The measure of market power usually used to justify action on competition grounds

is, roughly speaking, that a company is able to raise prices without losing customers.

Such an ability suggests that the level of competition in the market needs at least

looking into, and perhaps redressing. Facebook, being free to its public users (though

not to the advertisers who buy the users’ attention), cannot have its market power

analysed in this way. But Mr Mundt says that the company’s ability to encroach

ever more on its users’ privacy without seeing them leave—for example, by starting

to track them while they browse sites not connected to Facebook—is also a measure

of market power.

This analysis is leading to strict new rules on the amount of data Facebook can

collect from German users. It can no longer mesh together the data it gathers from

its various services, including WhatsApp and Instagram, as it has said it wants

to do. There are also restrictions on how much it can track its users when they

browse the internet beyond Facebook. Mr Mundt compares these new constraints

on the flow of information inside the company to Facebook being “internally broken

up”.
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The logical step beyond limiting the accrual of data is demanding their disburse-

ment. If tech companies are dominant by virtue of their data troves, competition

authorities working with privacy regulators may feel justified in demanding they

share those data, either with the people who generate them or with other compa-

nies in the market. That could whittle away a big chunk of what makes big tech so

valuable, both because Europe is a large market, and because regulators elsewhere

may see Europe’s actions as a model to copy. It could also open up new paths to

innovation.

Europe is not an impressive performer when it comes to creating tech behemoths.

It is as well represented among big global tech companies as companies other than

Google are in search-engine statistics: there is just one (sap, a business software

company) in the top 20. Look at the top 200 internet companies and things are, if

anything, a touch worse; just eight. But in regulatory heft the eu punches far above

its members’ business weight.

There are various ways of explaining this. One is that Europe’s keenness to regulate

stops its tech firms from growing in the way that hands-off America encourages.

Another is that the rigours of its zealous regulation are experienced, in the main,

only by foreigners—which makes them more palatable to, or even popular with,

politicians and the public. “Would Brussels be so tough on big tech companies if

they were French or German?” asks one American executive, rhetorically.

There is also the consideration that the companies potentially “disrupted” by inter-

net innovators include European carmakers, telecoms companies and media groups,

about whom European politicians care a lot. New copyright regulations being voted

on by the European Parliament next week have been widely criticised for putting

the interests of copyright holders, which largely means media companies, far ahead

of the interests of online companies and, indeed, the free expression of users.

Regardless of motive, though, this is now the way of the world. A look at the annual

reports of big tech companies clearly shows that they have a lot of European issues

to face, including taxes (see chart 1). And this means that differences between

the ways in which Europeans and Americans think about competition and privacy

matter a lot.

Brussels rules

Take competition first. Much of the underlying law governing cartels, mergers and

competition is quite similar on both sides of the Atlantic. But the continents’

approaches to handling big companies are leagues apart.

In recent decades, American antitrust policy has been dominated by free-marketeers

of the so-called Chicago School, deeply sceptical of the government’s role in any but

the most egregious cases. Dominant firms are frequently left unmolested in the

belief they will soon lose their perch anyway: remember MySpace? The lure of
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fat profits is, after all, what motivates firms to innovate in the first place. While

there is healthy academic debate over whether online businesses naturally, or even

inevitably, have a tendency towards monopoly, it has yet to have much effect on

regulation. American courts view dominant firms as a problem only if their position

does clear harm to consumers.

By contrast, “Europe is philosophically more sceptical of firms that have market

power,” says Cristina Caffarra at Charles River Associates, an economics consul-

tancy. Its regulators want to see competitors that have been less successful continue

to exist, and even thrive. Competition is seen as valuable in and of itself, to ensure

innovation happens beyond one firm that has conquered the market.

“The debate on whether there has been underenforcement of antitrust is far more

dynamic in Europe—there is a sense of urgency,” says Isabelle de Silva, head of

France’s competition authority. Germany and Austria have changed laws to allow

them to scrutinise takeovers of startups, in the belief tech incumbents are taking

out future rivals before they have time to hatch into real competitors. Alphabet,

Amazon, Apple, Facebook and Microsoft have together taken over a company per

week for the past five years.

There is not just more interest in regulating big tech in Europe; there is also more

power to do so. William Kovacic, a former boss of the Federal Trade Commission

in America, said recently that Brussels is “the capital of the world” for antitrust,

leaving its American counterparts “in the shade”. American antitrust typically

involves prosecuting the case in front of a judge. The European Commission can

decide and impose fines by itself, without the approval of national governments,

though the decisions are subject to appeal in the courts. And whereas, in America,

only federal agencies can apply federal law, European antitrust law can be applied

both by national authorities and the commission.

Every major tech group has had run-ins with European antitrust rules. Since 2017,

Google has been sanctioned three times, running up 8.2bn in fines for promoting

its own shopping-comparison service in search results and edging out rivals with

its Android phone software, as well as for abusing its strength in advertising. It is

appealing the decisions. In 2017 Facebook was fined 110m for misinforming the eu

about its plans for integrating WhatsApp with its flagship social network.

In the same year Amazon was rebuked for the way it sold e-books, agreeing to

change its practices. It is now under an early-stage investigation both in Germany

and Europe-wide for the way it uses sales data from its “Marketplace” platform to

compete with the independent retailers who sell through it. On March 13th Spotify,

a Swedish music-streaming service, demanded that the commission step in to stop

Apple levying hefty fees from those who sell services through its App Store.

Then there is privacy. In the past century almost all European countries have
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experienced dictatorship, either home-grown or imposed through occupation, which

has raised sensitivities. “Privacy is a fundamental right at eu level, in a way that it

is not in America,” says Andrea Renda of the Centre for European Policy Studies,

a think-tank. That right is enshrined in the eu Charter of Fundamental Rights in

the same way that free speech is protected by America’s constitution. Polls show

Europeans, and particularly Germans, to be more concerned about the use of their

personal data by private companies than Americans are.

When American tech companies first encountered these concerns they were relatively

trifling. In 2010 German authorities demanded Google blur the homes of anyone

who objected to appearing in its Street View service. (Rural Germany remains

one of the last places where well-off people live beyond the service’s coverage.) Four

years later, an eu-wide “right to be forgotten” provided some circumstances in which

citizens could expunge stories about them from search results.

The General Data Protection Regulation (gdpr), which came into force last May,

raised the issue to a new level. Beyond harmonising data protection across Europe,

it also established a principle that individuals should be able to choose how the

information about them is used. This is an issue not just for the companies which

currently dominate the online world—the provisions of the gdpr were central to the

German ruling on Facebook—but also for that world’s basic business model.

The data about their users collected by apps and browsers is the bedrock of online

advertising—a business which in 2018 was worth $108bn in America according to

eMarketer, a consultancy. The most valuable part of the industry works by sell-

ing the user’s attention to the highest bidder, a simple-sounding proposition which

requires a labyrinthine and potentially leaky “adtech” infrastructure.

Enterprises called “supply-side platforms” use data from apps and from cookies in

browsers to pass a profile of every person who visits an advertising-supported page

to an advertising exchange. There the rights to show adverts are auctioned off user

by user. Bidders use the data from the supply-side, along with further data procured

from brokers, to decide how likely the user is to act on their ad, and thus how much

it is worth to show it to him. The highest bidder gets to put its ad on the user’s

screen (see chart 2). Meanwhile, data associated with the transaction are used to

update the brokers’ records.

The more pertinent data the bidders get, the more the winning advertiser is likely

to bid. This builds in incentives to get as much data to as many bidders as feasible.

And that is not particularly conducive to the protection of privacy.

The introduction of the gdpr spurred legal challenges to this system across Europe

(see article). Some decisions are already headed to appeal, and it seems sure that

eventually at least a few will make it all the way up the tree to the European Court

of Justice.
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The price of freedom

Those cases will help determine the long-term impact of the gdpr. So will the

degree to which other countries take up ideas like those of Mr Mundt, the German

regulator. European regulators do not all see eye to eye on mingling privacy and

antitrust, according to Alec Burnside of Dechert, a law firm. But he notes that

there is something much closer to consensus on it than there would be in America.

The way Ms Vestager talks about privacy seems quite in line with her German

counterpart.

Tech lobbyists in Brussels worry that Ms Vestager agrees with those who believe that

their data empires make Google and its like natural monopolies, in that no one else

can replicate Google’s knowledge of what users have searched for, or Amazon’s of

what they have bought. She sent shivers through the business in January when she

compared such companies to water and electricity utilities, which because of their

irreproducible networks of pipes and power lines are stringently regulated.

Sometimes the power of such networks gets them broken up: witness att. Elizabeth

Warren, a senator who wants to be the Democratic Party’s presidential candidate

in 2020, has suggested Facebook and Google could also be split up. Ms Vestager

pours cold water on the idea. But Europe’s privacy-plus-antitrust approach offers a

halfway house: force the companies to share their data, thus weakening their market

power and empowering the citizenry.

In mid-March a panel appointed by the British government and led by Jason Fur-

man, a Harvard economist who was an adviser in Barack Obama’s White House,

advocated such an approach, suggesting a regulator empowered to liberate data from

firms to which it provided “strategic market status”. An eu panel with a similar

remit is expected to issue recommendations along the same lines soon.

The idea is for consumers to be able to move data about their Google searches,

Amazon purchasing history or Uber rides to a rival service. So, for example, social-

media users could post messages to Facebook from other platforms with approaches

to privacy that they prefer. The innovative engineers of the tech incumbents would

still have vast troves of data to work with. They could just no longer count on

privileged access to them. The same principle might also lead to firms being able

to demand anonymised bulk data from Google to strengthen rival search engines.

Viktor Mayer-Schönberger of Oxford University points to precedent: large German

insurers have to share data with smaller rivals to help them gauge risk.

This may not be as fine a solution as it might sound. Getting lots of personal data to

move freely while also keeping it safe is not straightforward. Users would be required

to give serious thought to the question of with whom they wanted to share their

information, as opposed to blindly clicking “Accept” buttons to get rid of pop-ups,

as mostly happens today. Anonymising a large dataset—such as a compendium of
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Google searches which might then be used to train a rival’s algorithms—is harder

than it might seem. Identifiable data about individuals can seep regardless.

And there may not be much appetite for it. Following Britain’s lead, the eu has

forced banks to allow their clients to move their data to third parties. But demand

for services that let personal-finance apps look at your bank statements has yet to

take off. Google and Facebook offer their users the possibility of downloading a

portion of the data those users have provided to the firms (though those taking

the offer up are best advised to have a large hard drive). But few rivals have

invested in complementary systems that allow you to upload those data, suggesting

that a lack of user data is not the factor limiting their ability to take on today’s

incumbents.

Still, the assumption remains that a combined focus on antitrust and privacy could,

over time, both reduce the incumbents’ market power and open up new routes to

competition. Enthusiasts point to ibm, faced with antitrust action, divorcing its

software and hardware businesses in 1969. That created a new industry for software

writers to explore. A world of social networks empowered to share aspects of Face-

book’s map of who knows whom and likes what, while being free to explore business

models other than advertising could produce all sorts of profitable, socially useful

innovation by firms in Europe and around the world. And though Facebook might

not do as well in such a future as it would if given free rein, it could still prosper.

The past half-century has not been an irredeemably shabby one for ibm.

Europe alone might not be able to bring all this about. But a mixture of the

accommodations companies make to it and the example it sets to others could have

a catalysing effect. The appearance of a European commissioner at sxsw is a rarity.

Progressive American politicians were this year rarely a thumbdrive-throw away.

They could have done worse than stop by and listen. Demanding that tech giants

be broken up may get the odd rally chanting, but it would be hard to bring about.

Calling on them to give power back to the people, though, has a certain ring to

it.
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3.5 Regulating or Breaking Up Big Tech

Angela Chen (a senior editor covering ethics and policy, with a particular focus on

surveillance, labor, and disinformation. Previously, I was a staff reporter at Vox

Media’s The Verge and The Wall Street Journal). ”Regulating or breaking up Big

Tech: an antitrust explainer”. 5 June 2019. MIT Technology Review.

https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/06/05/135080/big-tech-breakup-regulation-

antitrust-apple-amazon-google-facebook-doj-ftc-policy/

Note from the NHSDLC: This article covers some of the potential solutions to

regulating big tech, including the debate over whether regulation or breaking them

up is the best solution.

Questions:

1. Do you think the tech giants have too much power? Why or why not?

2. What are the different ways that the EU could deal with tech giants?

3. What are some practical challenges to breaking up tech giants?

Four tech juggernauts—Amazon, Apple, Google, and Facebook—are suddenly the

target of new scrutiny by the US government. The Federal Trade Commission

(FTC), Department of Justice (DOJ), and Congress have all begun to investigate

whether these companies have too much power.

Breaking up will be hard to do. It’s going to be a long process and the outcome is

far from certain.

Why are Facebook, Amazon, Apple, and Google accused of being monopolies? Ama-

zon is the world’s largest online store. It also sells hardware like the Echo, runs a

computing platform, makes television and movies with Amazon Studios, and owns

Whole Foods and Zappos. Why it’s a problem: Amazon kills companies by copying

their ideas. Apple hovers around $1 trillion in market value. Why it’s a problem: It

is currently the defendant in a class-action lawsuit alleging that it drives up prices

in its Apple Store. As the most popular search engine by far, Google controls the

flow of information. It also owns businesses in navigation (Maps, Waze), video

(YouTube), mobile operating systems (Android), and more. Why it’s a problem:

Google gives its own businesses special treatment. Facebook has over 2 billion users

and owns Instagram and WhatsApp. Why it’s a problem: It has been blamed for vi-

olating user privacy, spreading disinformation, and helping incite genocide. All this

leads to massive conflicts of interest, says Sally Hubbard, director of enforcement

strategy at the Open Markets Institute. Google can promote its own products in

search results and Amazon can do the same thing in the marketplace. Apple takes

a 30% commission from app developers and can prevent them from selling in other
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places.

Lawyers and activists have been saying for years that the tech companies have

too much power. Now politicians like Democratic presidential candidate and sena-

tor Elizabeth Warren and Republican senator Josh Hawley are leading the call for

change. This new interest is likely pushing regulators to take a closer look.

How did Big Tech get so powerful?

Companies like Google and Amazon collect a lot of data, use that data across services

to improve tools and keep growing, and punish competitors. The network effect plays

a role, too. If everyone else already uses Facebook, joining a new network seems

pointless.

They get a lot of this data by buying up smaller companies. Many experts blame the

consumer welfare standard for letting this happen. This core principle of antitrust

law says that the most important consideration is that prices don’t go up. Because

big tech companies offer many services for free, the consumer welfare standard says

that it’s okay for them to keep growing.

Under this view, Google is a search engine while YouTube is a video platform. The

companies don’t directly compete, so an acquisition shouldn’t be a problem. “They

fail to really consider what’s driving data-driven mergers,” says Maurice Stucke, an

antitrust expert at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville and coauthor of Big

Data and Competition Policy. “And it’s access to that data, and how that data can

help the company obtain or maintain its dominance.”

That’s changing. Now, some scholars think it’s increasingly important to ask about

the “non-price components of competition,” like privacy. (This can be tricky, though,

because these components are harder to measure than price.) And they won’t just

evaluate whether two companies compete, but whether one buying the other will

make it stronger overall.

Haven’t regulators been trying to address this?

Yes, but mostly in Europe. The European Union has brought three cases against

Google, related to its ads network, shopping search results, and the company’s

requirement that Android phones be loaded with other Google apps. German reg-

ulators recently ruled that Facebook can’t automatically track its users on other

websites or merge users’ WhatsApp and Instagram data with their Facebook data,

but must give them a choice instead.

The main result has been fines—European regulators fined Google $9 billion in

the past three years—but fines haven’t changed anything. “I think they’ve come to

realize that fines against these tech monopolies are meaningless,” says Gary Reback,

an antitrust lawyer with Carr Ferrell. “It’s just a cost of doing business. They

generate so much free cash, there’s no amount you can fine them that makes any
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difference to their behavior.”

It’s unlikely that European regulators will be able to force American companies

to break up their business, adds Reback. But the information gathered in their

investigations might speed up the ones in the US.

What would breaking up Big Tech actually look like?

Breakup talk usually focuses on Facebook, Amazon, and Google. In her proposed

plan, Elizabeth Warren says Facebook should spin off Instagram and WhatsApp.

Amazon should spin off Whole Foods and Zappos, and Google should divest Waze,

its smart-home company Nest, and its ad company DoubleClick.

Her plan essentially forces these tech companies to become “platform utilities.” If

they’re a platform, they can’t also use the platform. This means that Amazon can’t

both run its online marketplace and sell Amazon Basics in the marketplace. Google

would have to split up its ads business.

Is breaking up Apple, Amazon, Google, and Facebook the only way to

go?

Breaking them up is the nuclear option. “I don’t think you could say that it’s likely

in the sense of being more than a 50% chance, but [it’s] a serious question,” says

Alec Burnside, a Brussels-based antitrust lawyer at Dechert LLP. “There’s a strong

current of opinion which says antitrust needs to get back to its roots and be willing

to contemplate that kind of thing. But it goes through a court process with a high

burden of proof and that would certainly be a significant battle.”

Experts who don’t favor a breakup say it would be overkill and make our tech tools

worse: search would become less functional, for example. Some think that problems

could be addressed by making it easier to take data from one platform and use it at

another (called “data portability”), or by forcing different services to work with each

other (“data interoperability”), so they can’t lock users in. Facebook and another

social network could communicate the same way that people with Yahoo and Gmail

accounts can still email each other.

Another tactic is to push for nondiscrimination rules to make sure that Google and

Amazon can’t give themselves special treatment. So Amazon can’t recommend its

own products first on its website, and Google can’t prioritize its own content instead

of, say, Yelp’s.

A third idea comes from internet governance expert Viktor Mayer-Schönberger, who

has said a fundamental problem is that these companies have so much data. His

solution is to force them to share the data with smaller competitors. Facebook, for

instance, could share data with the small social network Mastodon.

Even if the regulators forced companies to spin off businesses, that might not address
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some key issues. The root of Facebook’s problems, says Hubbard of OMI, is that its

business model requires it to keep people on the site and collect data for targeted

ads. That gives Facebook an incentive to track its users and spread disinformation.

That won’t be solved by taking away Instagram.

There won’t be an easy answer, says Stucke of the University of Tennessee. Figuring

out the best way to regulate tech companies is going to involve lots of different areas

of law—property, privacy, consumer protection, intellectual property, and more.

“Beware of anyone who offers a simple elixir,” he says.
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4 Pro Evidence

4.1 How Europe Overtook the US

Eric Peckham (TechCrunch’s Media Columnist). ”How Europe overtook the US in

championing free markets – TechCrunch”. 4 November 2019. TechCrunch.

https://techcrunch.com/2019/11/04/how-europe-overtook-the-u-s-in-championing-free-

markets/.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article argues that effective antitrust legislation

by the EU has made EU markets more competitive and free.

Questions:

1. What are the problems with deregulation? How does antitrust legislation help

combat them?

2. How do monopolies hurt the free market?

3. What are some the specific problems with tech giants?

The deregulation of major U.S. industries like telecom and energy in the 1970s and

80s sparked competition that lowered consumer prices and drove product innovation

between competitors. Europe, on the other hand, lagged behind with more expensive

internet, phone plans, airline tickets, and more until around 2000 when a major

reversal of this trend began. Strikingly, when the EU strengthened deregulation

and antitrust efforts to open its markets to more competition, it was the U.S. that

reversed course.

According to a new book by French economist Thomas Philippon, Americans’ view

of their country as the world’s beacon of free market competition and Europe as

an over-regulated region of lethargic corporate giants is out of date, and may be

inhibiting our ability to recognize growing corporatism at home. Philippon, a pro-

fessor of finance at NYU Stern who earned a Ph.D. in Economics from MIT, was

named one of the top 25 economists under age 45 by the International Monetary

Fund.

“If you have nothing interesting or relevant to say, you can always take a jab

at European bureaucrats. It’s the political equivalent of complaining about the

weather. . . ”

Based on Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) data,

the U.S. now has more regulations for opening a new business than every EU country

except Greece and Poland — a complete reversal since 1998, when only the UK had

fewer rules than the U.S. Per capita GDP growth in the EU outpaced that of the U.S.

over 1999-2017. On a purchasing power parity basis, Americans have experienced a
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7% increase in prices (relative to EU residents) for the same goods, due specifically

to increased profit margins of companies with reduced competition.

The reason for this divergence? According to Philippon, corporate incumbents in

the U.S. gained outsized political influence and have used it to a) smother potential

antitrust reviews and b) implement regulations that inhibit startups from competing

against them. As a result, the U.S. regulatory system prioritizes the interests of

incumbents at the expense of free market competition, he says.

Philippon makes his case in “The Great Reversal: How America Gave Up on Free

Markets,” released this past Tuesday by Harvard University Press. The book builds

an argument from extensive data and pre-empts likely critiques by investigating

numerous potential confounding variables or differences in research methodology. It

is a compelling read for those interested in the dynamics of the overall innovation

economy or the political debate over antitrust and Big Tech.

Incumbents over startups

Philippon states upfront that he isn’t claiming Europe is a bigger startup hub. In

fact, he writes that “the U.S. has better universities and a stronger ecosystem for

innovation from venture capital to technological expertise.”

What he does do is ring the alarm about a systemic shift in market consolidation in

the U.S. that results in a small number of large incumbents charging high prices, an

economy-wide prioritization of share buybacks over investments in innovation and

government policy that inhibits competition from new entrants.

An important take-away for readers: there’s a concerning trend toward more barriers

to successful entrepreneurship, higher prices for countless goods and services that

startups use, an overall decrease of corporate investment in new technologies and

fewer potential startup acquirers.

There are half as many publicly-traded companies in the U.S. as there were in 1997,

and turnover within rankings of the top five companies per industry has declined

sharply since the late 1990s as well.

Market concentration isn’t due to superstars

“The Great Reversal” considers that increased market concentration could be the

result of “superstar” firms whose increased productivity is a win-win for shareholders

and consumers alike. This has indeed occurred during the 1990s but the correla-

tion between increased concentration and increased productivity ended around 2000

(with the exception of the retail sector).

Corporate after-tax profits as a percent of U.S. GDP were stationary for decades

at 6-7% but increased to 10% in the last two decades, highlighting increased “rent-

seeking” that shouldn’t occur if the leaders in most industries were facing the same
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amount of domestic competition or increased international competition.

From the 1960s through the 1990s, American companies poured an average of 20

cents from each dollar of operating profit into investments (RD, capital expenditures,

etc.). Since 2000, that’s fallen to 10 cents per dollar. With reduced competition,

large companies are focusing less on advancing their product offerings and more on

extracting profits for shareholders out of existing business operations.

Big tech isn’t exempt

Major tech companies — specifically Alphabet (Google), Amazon, Facebook, Apple,

and Microsoft — are the focus of multiple chapters of analysis by Philippon, who

rejects the notion that these companies are somehow unprecedented relative to the

leading companies of prior decades from an antitrust standpoint. They account

for a smaller portion of U.S. GDP and stock market value, and they have similar

profit margins. Network effects and accelerating economies of scales are not new

concepts in economics — existing antitrust regulations are capable of dealing with

these companies.

In our interview, Philippon said that leaders of monopolies typically claim they

need to maintain their monopoly in order to have the means to invest in innovation.

He calls it bogus — companies innovate when competition pushes them to find

ways to offer a better product at lower cost. Admittedly, the tech community has

perhaps bought in too much to the narrative that the dominance of Alphabet, Apple,

and Facebook has provided more long-term RD into endeavors that will advance

humanity.

These companies’ “moonshot” projects act as effective marketing for this narrative,

distracting from the many billions more dollars that would be poured into innovation

investments in the economy if the markets they are in were more competitive.

America’s most important industries are among its least competitive

Philippon acknowledges that the heart of America’s problem isn’t its failure to effec-

tively regulate Silicon Valley; it’s the failure to stop increased concentration in the

industries that most shape consumer spending: healthcare, energy, transportation

and telecommunications.

During our interview, he estimated that this “great reversal” in the U.S. has cost the

median household an additional $300 per month in markups on goods and services

— reduced competition has allowed incumbents to increase profit margins at the

expense of consumers.

The lack of competition in these industries contributes to America’s deteriorating in-

frastructure. More than 700,000 Californians experienced blackouts in recent weeks

due to Pacific Gas Electric’s failure to make capital expenditures that maintained

and improved its assets. Most of the 15 million people who live inside the utility’s
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service area have no where else to turn.

What makes Europe different

A critical factor in Europe’s relative improvements over the U.S., Philippon argues, is

the greater independence of EU regulatory agencies like the Directorate General for

Competition from corporate or political influence. In negotiating over the creation

of these agencies, European politicians were more fearful of agencies falling under

the control of other member countries than they were fearful of lacking influence

over the agencies. Regulators have frequently intervened in mergers even when

politicians from the companies’ home countries lobbied to permit the deals. In

the tech industry, the EU has insisted on consumers retaining ownership of their

data and the freedom to take it with them in switching to a competing software

service.

Less tied to election cycles and specific political parties, the independence of EU

regulators enables them to iterate when new regulations have unintended conse-

quences. Philippon argues that U.S. regulators fail to act in the first place because

of concerns that if they don’t craft the perfect policy upfront, there will be political

repercussions.

Regulatory influence is for sale in the U.S.

Philippon makes the case that politicians’ survival is the U.S. has become more

heavily tied to fundraising and the overwhelming majority of that fundraising comes

directly and indirectly from corporate interests. The top 1% of donors account for

about 75% of all political contributions (and the top 0.01% for 40% of all polit-

ical contributions). Business lobbies are by far the dominant source of money in

American political campaigns according to statistics he cites from the Center for

Responsive Politics.

Benchmarked against antitrust reviews in the EU, Philippon finds that the decline

in the number of antitrust actions in the U.S. (by the DOJ and FCC) has largely

corresponded to increased lobbying spending that targets the DOJ and FCC. Each

doubling of lobbying expenditures in the U.S. by a given industry corresponds with

a 9% decrease in antitrust reviews in that industry, and such lobbying spend tripled

overall from 1998 to 2008. He also cites a 2008 book by UVA professor Christine

Mahoney finding that the majority of lobbying efforts in the U.S. by corporations

and trade associations are successful whereas the majority of lobbying efforts by

citizen groups and foundations fail.

What we should take away from “The Great Reversal” I find “The Great

Reversal” to be a timely analysis of the weakening of America’s regulatory regime for

protecting free market competition. The recent rise of populism as the driving force

in American politics has included resounding cries from activists in both parties that

capitalism is broken, that free markets have failed us. Tying in the analysis from
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this book, the more accurate target for this criticism, however, should likely be the

country’s embrace of corporatism over free market capitalism.

Citizens’ complaints about large companies abusing their power are often blamed

on capitalism in general, when the issue is often regulatory capture that protects

those companies from being held accountable by competitors. Companies that treat

customers poorly don’t survive in competitive markets.

Within the circles of politicians and media pundits, policies are referred to as

generically “pro-business.” The term brushes over the often conflicting interests

of the country’s largest companies and the vast landscape of small and medium

size businesses who compete with them. America’s political leadership has been

pro-corporate at the expense of entrepreneurs.

It’s a case for political reform but also a case for the country’s entrepreneurs and

venture capitalists to form a more unified voice in Washington separate from in-

dustry trade groups that primarily act on behalf of the largest companies in each

industry.
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4.2 US Can Learn Antitrust Lessons from Europe

Mark Scott and Thibault Larger. ”To take on Big Tech, US can learn antitrust

lessons from Europe”. 25 August 2019. POLITICO.

https://www.politico.eu/article/europe-us-big-tech-competition-antitrust-apple-google-

facebook-amazon/.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article shows that Europe can be a model for

effective antitrust and that it can provide helpful guidance for the US in cases of

antitrust.

Questions:

1. What are some of the effective tactics used by the EU to tackle tech giants?

2. What are some of the benefits to the EU being the world leader on antitrust?

3. What are some of the proposed changed to competition rules that the EU is

considering?

Make it personal. Use every rule in the book. Don’t focus on fines.

Those are the lessons from Europe’s long-running antitrust battle with many of

the world’s largest tech companies — a playbook for U.S. officials as Washington

restarts its own investigations into the likes of Google, Amazon and Facebook.

Since 2016, the European Union and individual EU countries have levied more than

20 billion in fines and other financial penalties against Silicon Valley for competition,

antitrust and state-aid abuses.

Apple was hit over its tax dealings in Ireland. Google faced three rounds of charges

against its global online empire. Facebook was judged to have unfairly used people’s

data. Investigations are also underway into Apple and Amazon. The companies deny

any wrongdoing.

This backlog of cases and decisions has made Brussels, not Washington, the testing

ground for how to bring antitrust charges against Big Tech, a role that Europe has

cultivated as part of its wider effort to become the world’s policeman for the digital

world (outside of China).

It also has sharpened Europe’s officials to what does, and does not, work to curb

the power of a small stable of tech firms whose dominance over large parts of the

digital economy is outpacing authorities’ ability to keep up.

That includes the failure of blockbuster fines — often worth billions of euros — to

keep well-capitalized companies in check because many can easily shrug off these

hefty levies with little, if any, shareholder pushback. While some European politi-
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cians have repeatedly called to break up tech giants, neither the Commission nor

national governments have ever gone that far in their competition cases.

In response, EU competition officials like Margrethe Vestager, the bloc’s antitrust

chief, have looked to personalize often complicated cases to woo consumers increas-

ingly wary of Big Tech. They’ve also rejiggered the legal landscape to give regu-

lators greater leeway in how they take on tech firms that often straddle multiple

industries — blending existing competition rules with other consumer and privacy

protections.

”There’s no doubt Europe has led the way,” said Ioannis Lianos, the newly nomi-

nated head of the Greek Competition Authority, before he took over his new role.

”There’s now a lot of pressure in the U.S. to act.”

U.S. and European officials regularly meet to share ideas, with Vestager traveling

to the U.S. earlier this year, and her American counterparts similarly visiting Brus-

sels in 2019. Yet neither side has any formal cooperation mechanisms in place to

share documents or findings on completed or ongoing investigations into tech firms,

according to officials with knowledge of the matter.

Despite Europe offering a precooked recipe for American authorities — the U.S.

Department of Justice, Federal Trade Commission and a number of state attorneys

general have opened, or are mulling, several antitrust tech investigations — merely

transferring what worked in Brussels to Washington is not a slam dunk.

In the EU, the European Commission acts as both judge and jury, investigating

and then deciding on potential wrongdoing (companies only then can appeal to the

bloc’s highest court). By contrast, U.S. regulators must put their claims before

independent judges, who have so far taken a more lenient view toward dominant

companies.

”There are core institutional differences that imply the results will be different,” said

Marianela López-Galdos, global competition counsel at the Computer Communi-

cations Industry Association, a Washington DC-based trade body whose members

include Facebook and Google.

She who dares, wins

Despite these differences, one thing is clear: When bringing antitrust charges against

Big Tech, it pays to make it personal.

No regulator has done that more than Vestager, Europe’s current competition com-

missioner. She has become the region’s poster child for pushing back against Big

Tech — and has connected with average citizens through selfies at press confer-

ences, high-profile interviews and other tactics to win support for often complicated

cases.
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Vestager invited a television crew from Vice, the hipster U.S. news channel, to trail

her as she made her first antitrust decision against a U.S. tech company. She also

has been repeatedly named as one of the world’s most influential people by Time

magazine, portraying herself as an avid knitter with a middle-finger statue in her

office to show off her steeliness.

”We need to address the power of digital platforms,” the Danish politician told an

audience in Paris earlier this year during a speech in which she referenced Leonard

Cohen, the Canadian singer-songwriter. ”It’s especially important that we protect

the opportunities for competition that do still exist.”

Vestager’s term ends on October 31, but she is tipped for another high-profile job

— which could but has not been confirmed to include responsibility for competition

— in the new Commission due to take over on November 1.

When she took over the competition portfolio in Brussels in late 2014, several land-

mark competition cases, most notably against Google and Gazprom, the Russian

oil giant, had stalled after years of cut-throat lobbying aimed at her predecessor,

Joaqúın Almunia.

Yet in just over two years, Vestager had slapped the search giant with a 2.42 billion

fine linked to abuses in some of its search services (the company is appealing). Soon

afterward, she opened two separate investigations, and subsequently issued record

financial penalties against Google, while pushing back against others like Apple,

Amazon and Facebook for other abuses.

Her overtly public standoffs with Big Tech have won her both plaudits and rebukes

from U.S. officials, including Donald Trump. Vestager has parlayed her regulatory

actions into a prominent global role within policymaker circles over how much control

tech companies should have over everyday life.

U.S. politicians like Elizabeth Warren and, ironically, Donald Trump — both of

whom have called for antitrust investigations into Big Tech — have followed her

playbook in personalizing their fight against Silicon Valley to win over hardcore

supporters.

”Vestager was the beginning of the techlash,” said a senior U.S. tech executive,

whose company has had repeated dealings with both U.S. and European competition

authorities. He spoke on the condition of anonymity because of ongoing regulatory

cases on both sides of the Atlantic. ”The U.S. is poised to follow Europe’s and

Vestager’s lead.”

New era of data antitrust

Others in Europe are taking a more drastic approach — pushing the boundaries of

antitrust by revamping competition rules for the 21st century.
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With most of existing legislation created well before smartphones, social media

companies and e-commerce giants even existed, regulators are applying existing

rules in new ways to investigate companies that span everything from digital apps

and Instagram feeds to online shopping and mobile search.

That’s particularly true within EU member states, where national competition au-

thorities have often been in the vanguard of pushing what constitutes anti-competitive

behavior and what changes in corporate activity are necessary to protect con-

sumers.

They’ve also moved more quickly than their EU counterparts to impose so-called

interim measures, or early-stage sanctions before full antitrust cases are completed,

to allow smaller rivals the chance to compete while regulators decide if companies

have broken antitrust rules.

”We have to update our regulation,” said José van Dijck, a professor at Utrecht

University in the Netherlands, who provided expert commentary for a recent an-

titrust report by the Dutch competition authority. ”We have compartmentalized

our society within different legal frameworks. But that’s not how these companies

operate.”

Enter Andreas Mundt, head of Germany’s federal cartel office.

Using the country’s long-standing data protection standards, he has pushed the

boundaries between existing competition rules and Europe’s ever-expanding privacy

legislation. Mundt’s goal has been to show that Big Tech’s harvesting of reams of

people’s personal information gives it an unfair advantage against smaller players

that don’t have ready access to such information.

Earlier this year, the German official ordered Facebook to stop sharing digital data

on its users between online platforms, including WhatsApp and Instagram, unless

people gave their express consent. The social networking giant is appealing that

decision. It was one of the first antitrust rulings that focused on a company’s

control of a wealth of personal information as a potential competition issue.

Other regulators have taken notice.

When Vestager opened an investigation into Amazon earlier this year, her focus

was on whether the company’s collection of data from merchants using its platform

represented an unfair advantage. Now, the European Commission is thinking about

tailoring its antitrust rules specifically to deal with such data sharing.

And even U.S. regulators — who cannot rely on domestic privacy rules to target Big

Tech, mostly because they do not exist — are also focusing their new investigations

on whether the activities of digital platforms, including their collection and use of

people’s data, may represent an unfair advantage.
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Authorities ”must be creative and act much faster,” said Jacques Crémer, an an-

titrust expert who co-authored a recent review of Europe’s digital competition poli-

cies sponsored by the Commission.

”The companies aren’t going to stop,” he added. ”If we’re not careful, by the time

competition authorities act, the world will be divided up between these compa-

nies.”
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4.3 The Case for Antitrust

Sean Herman (Founder CEO of Kinzoo, a messenger that turns screen time into

family time. Sean is also the author of Screen Captured). ”Council Post: The Case

For Antitrust: The Realities Of Competing With Big Tech”. 20 February 2020.

Forbes. https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2020/02/20/the-case-for-

antitrust-the-realities-of-competing-with-big-tech/493d3cc6e1f5.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article argues that big tech has become so powerful

that it reduces competition and so requires antitrust.

Questions:

1. How do tech giants reduce competition?

2. What is the prisoner’s dilemma when it comes to big tech?

3. Why is decentralization better?

More than 20 years have passed since the last significant antitrust ruling in the U.S.

That ruling didn’t require Microsoft to be broken up; we have to go all the way back

to 1984 and the ruling against ATT to find the last company to be disbanded under

antitrust laws.

I believe we are currently in a time marked by strong indicators of monopoly, namely

the consolidation of industries and extreme concentration of wealth.

From 1997 to 2012, a whopping 75% of industries witnessed increased concentra-

tion, including big tech. A cursory search shows that Google owns over 90% of all

internet searches, while 99% of all internet advertising growth belongs to Google

and Facebook. Those of us wishing to reach consumers will encounter a duopoly

when we have to distribute our apps exclusively through the iOS App Store and the

Google Play Store.

University of California, Berkeley economist Gabriel Zucman found (via The Wash-

ington Post) that ”the 400 richest Americans—the top 0.00025% of the popula-

tion—have tripled their share of the nation’s wealth since the early 1980s,” with

many familiar names to those of us in technology at or near the top of the list.

Recently, we’ve also seen some corporations of massive scale demonstrate leverage

over government and democracy. In Amazon’s search for its HQ2, the corporation

created a competition where local governments jockeyed over the perceived eco-

nomic bump and job creation by offering tax breaks and other benefits. In April

2017, Facebook confirmed interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election. The

Cambridge Analytica controversy showed that data on 87 million Facebook users

was compromised and used to sway voters in that same election.
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The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and Federal Trade Commission (FTC) have

taken notice, and in the latter half of 2019, they launched antitrust investigations

into Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon (the ”Big Four”).

On January 17, 2020, a House Antitrust Subcommittee hearing was held in Colorado,

chaired by Rep. David Cicilline (D-R.I.). The hearing invited representatives from

four companies that compete with, or rely on, the Big Four every day. The testimony

and discussions from Sonos CEO Patrick Spence, PopSockets founder David Barnett,

Basecamp CTO and cofounder David Heinemeier Hansson, and Tile VP and general

counsel Kirsten Daru were unapologetic, and they strongly urged for antitrust action

from the government.

The momentum that is building toward antitrust investigations against the Big Four

is palpable, and the stories these four executives shared are harrowing and might

be the strongest cases in favor of government intervention to date. As opposed to

rather mundane arguments over the original intent and meaning of antitrust law

and the Sherman Act, the four described in detail the realities of existing in a world

that big tech dominates.

I’m not a lawyer or expert on antitrust, but I do know the realities of entering the

applications market, and the stories these four told are likely to foreshadow what is

to come for my company if we are fortunate enough to begin gaining traction in the

market.

Reflections On The Hearing

In her opening statement, Daru used an analogy that I believe described perfectly

the realities all new entrants face: ”It’s like playing a soccer game. You might be

the best team in the league, but you’re playing against a team that owns the field,

the ball, the stadium and the entire league, and they can change the rules of the

game in their own favor and anytime.”

Indeed, from my experience, it is unavoidable for new companies to avoid playing

against this team. My company is launching a new messaging app for families

that prioritizes privacy and doesn’t rely on data capture, tracking and advertising.

We want to give families an alternative to Facebook, but in addition to competing

with it, we don’t have much of a choice but to also be its customer, as well as

Google’s.

Hansson described this as the ”prisoner’s dilemma” during the hearing. We don’t

want to contribute to ecosystems with business models that are underpinned by data

tracking, but that is the only reasonable way to reach our customers in the current

landscape. If we choose to not use Facebook or Google to promote our products, we

are inherently at a massive disadvantage against competitors that do.

Further, once we begin to grow and become a known brand, we will likely have to pay
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Google in order to appear at the top of search results when potential customers are

looking for us. This is because Google enables competitors to outbid companies for

their own trademarked brand name—unless, of course, it is one of its own products.

As Hansson also said in the hearing, Google has ”replaced that search engine with an

ad engine instead,” meaning consumers ”are not being presented with what they’re

actually looking for.”

Finally, when we begin our subscription model, we will be forced to accept the

standard pricing model from the iOS App and Google Play Store duopoly. These

online marketplaces represent the only means of distribution for apps, and both

entail a 30% standard fee on all earned revenues. In the hearing, Hansson revealed

that standard credit card fees are typically in the 1.8% to 2% range, but my company

will not have the luxury of directing consumers outside of the app stores, as that

would breach the terms of use, and we would be removed.

The hearing offers a much more granular view of what competition in the tech

industry is like. As my own company continues to grow, I believe the challenges

these four executives described will turn into daily realities we will have to face every

day. As such, we have a vested interest in the antitrust cases that have recently been

launched. A more level playing field and decentralization of power won’t guarantee

our success, but it will definitely help.

As Hansson said so eloquently in his opening statement: ”Help us, Congress. You’re

our only hope.”
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4.4 Big Tech Can’t Be Trusted

Mike Chapple (associate teaching professor of information technology, analytics, and

operations at the University of Notre Dame’s Mendoza College of Business.). ”Big

Tech can’t be trusted. It’s time for regulation”. 30 April 2018. CNN.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/30/perspectives/big-tech-regulation-milken.

Note from the NHSDLC: While not specific to the EU, this lays out a simple

and short case for why tech giants need to be regulated.

Questions:

1. Why can’t we trust big tech?

2. Why are existing privacy laws inadequate?

3. What is the GDPR?

Big Tech is under the spotlight, and for good reason.

In the past couple of years, an onslaught of incidents have shook public confidence in

major technology firms. Facebook apologized for allowing Cambridge Analytica to

harvest the personal information of more than 80 million users. Google shut down

its social network in the wake of reports that it failed to disclose a serious security

vulnerability that could have revealed the private information of as many as 500,000

users. The company said it found ”no evidence” that any data was actually misused.

Then, just a couple months later, Marriott announced a data breach that affected

500 million individuals.

It’s become clear that Big Tech can’t be trusted to govern itself. It’s time for

regulators to step in.

Michael Beckerman, President and CEO of the Internet Association, a technology

industry lobbying group, spoke at the Milken Institute Global Conference this week

and reminded attendees that technology is a force for good that improves our lives.

That’s true. There’s no doubt that artificial intelligence is transforming medicine,

online learning is democratizing education, and technology businesses are creating

economic opportunities. But that doesn’t earn the industry a free pass to justify bad

behavior or inadequate privacy practices. Consumers have justifiably lost confidence

in Big Tech. A YouGov survey released last week showed that over 80% of Americans

don’t trust Facebook, Google, or Dropbox.

It seems like each time a major privacy scandal hits the news, Congress holds another

series of hearings with grim-faced politicians cluelessly questioning smug technology

executives. But nothing changes. It’s been over a decade since Congress passed the

last major privacy law in the United States: a 2010 update of health care privacy

requirements.
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The privacy laws that we do have are woefully inadequate, targeting very specific

uses of very specific categories of information. The Health Insurance Portability and

Accountability Act prevents your doctor from sharing your medical records without

your consent, but it doesn’t stop Apple from sharing health information from your

Apple Watch. Apple has a good track record when it comes to privacy, but makers

of iPhone apps have been accused of sharing health information with Facebook

and others. The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act prevents your bank from sharing your

financial records, but it doesn’t apply to Facebook or Amazon – both of which have

expressed interest in entering the financial space. The United States lacks the kind

of comprehensive privacy law that would grant individuals control over their own

information, wherever it resides.

Big Tech worries that regulation will be costly and interfere with growth. But, for

consumers, it is the only means they have to assert control over their own data.

A balanced regulatory regime isn’t an impossible fantasy. The European Union

made great strides toward this goal with the implementation of the General Data

Protection Regulation, or GDPR. That law applies to broad categories of personal

information across all industries and offers individuals some basic protections. It

requires that companies obtain consent before collecting personal information, dis-

close how they will use the information they do collect, and provide a mechanism for

consumers to request the deletion of their personal information from corporate files.

GDPR also requires that companies promptly disclose data breaches to regulators

and affected individuals.

GDPR just went into effect last year, so it’s still too early to see the real impact. But

early indications are that the law has had positive impact globally, not just within

the European Union. Seeking to comply with GDPR, Apple rolled out a privacy

tool that allows users to download all of the personal information the company

maintains about them. This tool was initially available only to EU residents, but is

now available in the US as well.

Proponents of industry self-regulation downplay the power that resides in the hands

of Big Tech, saying that consumers are free to take their business elsewhere. When

Gizmodo’s Kashmir Hill tried to take this advice and quit Google earlier this year,

she discovered that it’s easier said than done. The tech giant controls everything

from the login systems used by many online services to the very fonts that appear

on millions of websites. It’s simply not practical to live a modern life outside the

reaches of Big Tech.

We need to do better. The only reasonable option is for Congress to adopt a com-

prehensive privacy law that guarantees an individual’s ownership and control over

their personal information. We need a regulatory framework that requires informed

consent, encourages transparency, and enforces our right to privacy.
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5 Con Evidence

5.1 Five Things European Antitrust Gets Wrong

Sean Heather (Senior Vice President for International Regulatory Affairs). ”Five

Things European Antitrust Gets Wrong”. 20 July 2018. US Chamber of Commerce.

https://www.uschamber.com/series/above-the-fold/five-things-european-antitrust.

Note from the NHSDLC: This article points out some problems with the Euro-

pean approaches to antitrust.

Questions:

1. What is the relationship between antitrust and innovation?

2. What are some of the problems with the process of how the EU makes antitrust

decisions?

3. What are some of the negative consequences with levying hefty fines?

Within the last month, Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust Makan Delrahim

was reported to have said to a journalist:

I don’t measure the [DOJ] Antitrust Division’s success by the fines or convictions

we get or how many cases in litigation we bring. I define U.S. antitrust law’s success

as the fact that we have these innovators. We have the Googles and the Facebooks

and the Microsofts and the Ubers and the Airbnbs coming out of the United States.

How many of those innovative companies are coming out of Europe or Korea or

China?

Much wisdom is reflected in this quote, and foreign antitrust authorities would do

well to reflect on these issues. For Europe, there are five basic things that it continues

to get wrong with its approach to antitrust enforcement.

1. Antitrust is not regulation.

Antitrust enforcement should be grounded in the belief that markets can and should

self-regulate. Further, when a private sector restraint of trade occurs, antitrust en-

forcement steps in to restore market forces to once again self-regulate in the market.

However, Europe instead uses antitrust to steer market outcomes, something that

is better left to regulation outside the sphere of antitrust.

2. The relationship between antitrust and innovation is complex.

Closely related to the first point, EU remedies often drive market outcomes be-

cause the EU often convinces itself that its interventions spur greater competition

and innovation. Yet it’s unclear that any ex-post evaluation of its decisions would

validate that conclusion. In the EU’s Microsoft case, it is clear that the remedy
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that required Microsoft to allow consumers to choose between web browsers altered

market share between Microsoft and its competitors, but it is not clear at all that

innovation flourished as a result of that decision. More recently, the decision by the

EU to force the divesture of the global RD operations of DuPont as a condition of

its merger with Dow was done in the name of promoting innovation, but the move

has raised eyebrows among serious antitrust experts for its excessive reach.

3. Expanding choice always improves consumer welfare?

Choice plays a role in the antirust view of consumer welfare, but Europe conveniently

forgets consumers often choose convenience. Consumers can buy pencils without

erasers, but most consumers are pleased that pencil companies generally offer an

eraser with every purchase. The same is arguably true for a computer or a smart

phone: The consumer wants to be able to turn it on and start to use it. In both the

Microsoft and the most recent Google case, the EU decided that consumers are too

lazy to download a different app over preloaded offerings, despite the fact that last

year alone consumers downloaded 197 billion apps on mobile devices.

4. Bad process leads to bad results.

Europe’s investigative and decision-making process in antitrust cases is not adver-

sarial in nature and consequently is prone to flawed market definitions and untested

theories of economic harm. The recent Court of Justice decision that undermined

the certainty with which the EU pronounced judgement against Intel more than a

decade ago underscores the importance of having solid economic evidence to support

the theory of harm. During the period Intel was determined to have violated EU

law, computer chip prices were dropping as the processing speed of chips was rapidly

increasing. These basic market facts that suggest a highly competitive market were

largely ignored.

The EU instead found Intel’s rebates that further lowered the price of their chips to

be anti-competitive. How is a firm supposed to defend itself against the theoretical

argument that without the rebates the price of the chips would have dropped more

and innovation would have advanced faster? The theory of harm and economic evi-

dence the Commission used to justify its decision amounted to Intel being compelled

to prove a negative. Without a more adversarial process that challenges internal DG

Competition thinking during the investigative process, the EU will continue to leave

itself vulnerable to criticism.

5. EU fines are gratuitous. Large fines in the context of cartel behavior may

be justified given that such offenses are not criminal violations in the EU (unlike

in the United States). Without prison terms, it can be argued that high fines are

appropriate to deter egregious anti-competitive behavior such as collusion among

competitors.

Yet Europe’s largest antitrust fines have all been reserved for American firms caught
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up in single-firm conduct investigations, not cartels. Setting aside the fact that the

legal basis for the fine is capped by global turnover versus turnover in the European

market, the bigger problem is that there is little nexus between the size of the fine

and measurable economic harm caused to EU consumers. Additionally, most single-

firm conduct cases are at best subjective judgement calls, not clear cut violations of

the law.

Finally, high fines in these highly subjective cases chill future pro-competitive be-

havior. All firms, including those with large market shares, should be encouraged

to compete aggressively. However, large fines send a signal to stop competing up

against the legal line and instead play it safe. The message competition authorities

should send to firms is always to compete vigorously; and if a legal line is crossed,

the priority will be to restore competitive forces in the market, not make news with

headline-grabbing fines.
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5.2 The Case against Antitrust Law

Ryan Young (a Senior Fellow at the Competitive Enterprise Institute, Ryan holds an

M.A. in economics from George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia, and a B.A. in

history from Lawrence University in Appleton, Wisconsin) and Wayne Crews (vice

president for policy and a senior fellow at the Competitive Enterprise Institute).

”The Case against Antitrust Law”. 17 April 2019. Competitive Enterprise Institute.

https://cei.org/content/the-case-against-antitrust-law.

Note from the NHSDLC: While not specific to the EU, this article features a

comprehensive set of arguments against antitrust law as well as responses to many

common arguments offered in favor of antitrust.

Questions:

1. What are the 1-2 best reasons against antitrust law? Why?

2. Why does antitrust harm the economy and innovation?

3. Based on the article, what are the weakest arguments in favor of antitrust law?

Executive Summary

Politicians and pundits across the ideological spectrum often call for greater com-

petition in the marketplace. While their favored means vary widely, the view that

current antitrust law is necessary to ensure competition, and should be applied more

vigorously than it has in recent history, is common across the American political

landscape. As this paper demonstrates, a rethink of the existing antitrust paradigm

is long overdue.

Antitrust regulation harms both consumers, competition, and innovation and there-

fore should be repealed. From a legislative standpoint, this would involve repealing

the Sherman Act of 1890, the Clayton Act of 1914, and the Federal Trade Com-

mission Act of 1914, as amended, including the Celler-Kafauver Act of 1950 and

the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act of 1976. In addition, the executive branch should de-

cline to prosecute weak or spurious antitrust cases, and courts should reverse bad

precedents. A market-based approach to competition would reduce the regulatory

uncertainty and chilling of innovation that results from government antitrust regu-

lation. It would also reduce opportunities for rent-seeking.

The issue has taken on greater urgency, as populist politicians from both left and

right push for more aggressive antitrust enforcement. Regulators in the United

States and the European Union have expressed an interest in pursuing antitrust

actions against tech giants known as the FAANG companies— Facebook, Apple,

Amazon, Netflix, and Google. President Trump has specifically singled out Face-

book, Google, and Amazon as antitrust targets. Entire business models, such as
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franchising, are at risk from potential antitrust regulation.

The mere threat of legal penalties—and the environment of over-caution it engen-

ders—also has a chilling effect on entrepreneurs who want to try new business prac-

tices and innovate. Such opportunity costs are impossible to measure.

Few large antitrust cases have been brought in the United States recently, and overall

enforcement activity has been slower than in previous eras, but there is a large pool

of potential cases that populist politicians are interested in pursuing.

U.S. antitrust regulators are not the only threat to American innovation. Many

U.S. companies that do business in Europe often face scrutiny from the European

Union, under what it calls “competition policy.” For example, the European Union

fined Google $5 billion in 2018, a significant amount of lost capital that could have

created consumer value instead. Google’s parent company, Alphabet, spent $16.6

billion on research and development in 2017. If Google did not fear losing rev-

enue to competitors, it would feel no need to spend such resources to improve its

offerings.

This paper shows that the approach to antitrust law now prevalent in both the

United States and the European Union is misguided and can lead to considerable

economic harm. It starts with the big picture, describing the different sides of

the antitrust debate, from the early interventionist approach that arose during the

Progressive Era to the Chicago school-influenced consumer welfare standard that

gained popularity in the late 20th century, up to the current populist revival. It then

points out the shortcomings of both the interventionist and Chicago approaches and

argues for a market-based approach. With the analytical framework and political

context established, the paper goes through a “Terrible Ten” list of specific antitrust

policies in need of repeal, while explaining the common themes and arguments that

appear in case after case.

1: Restraint of Trade and Monopolization. The Sherman Act of 1890 makes ille-

gal “every contract, combination, or conspiracy in restraint of trade,” and declares

that, “every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, or conspire to

monopolize shall be deemed guilty of a felony.” Nearly 130 years later, the phrases

“restraint of trade” and “monopolize” remain key terms in antitrust regulation. Yet,

monopolies cannot last without government assistance (barring some very narrow

limited circumstances, such as near-total control of a natural resource). If a domi-

nant company is making extra-normal monopoly profits, the only way for it to keep

out competitors is to use government on its behalf. The solution to this problem is

not antitrust enforcement, but taking away the government’s power to grant favors

to rent-seekers.

2: Horizontal Mergers. Horizontal mergers are between companies competing in

the same market. Vertical mergers are between companies up and down the supply
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chain. Horizontal mergers reduce the number of competitors in a market and increase

their average size. Both of these raise red flags for regulators searching for possible

restraints of trade or attempts at monopolization. Antitrust law treats a company

differently based on whether it reaches a certain size through growth or through

merger. If size or market concentration is the offense, that is what the law should

be concerned with, not how a company got its dominant position.

3: Collusion: Cartels, Price Fixing, and Market Division. There are two problems

with cartels, price fixing, market division, and other forms of collusion. The first

is where to draw the line. Every corporation in existence engages in some form of

collusion. A classic example is a law firm. When two or more lawyers join together

in a law firm, they agree in advance to charge certain rates and not to compete with

each other for clients, yet no antitrust regulator would file a case against such a firm.

The second problem is that cartels do not last, at least without government help. Its

members have strong incentives to defect and charge lower prices or increase output.

The instability of inefficient cartel arrangements serves as a built-in insurance policy

for consumers.

4: Predatory Pricing. Antitrust regulators can penalize a company for predatory

pricing if it charges lower prices than its competitors. The thinking goes that a

company can sell goods at a loss to gain market share, causing competitors to exit

the market or even go bankrupt. Then the predator can raise its prices and enjoy

monopoly profits. The problem here is one of simple arithmetic. Predators nearly

always have a larger market share than the prey. This means the larger company

must sell more product at a loss than the smaller prey companies, and thus incur

a larger loss. The only way for the predator to keep a permanent monopoly is to

permanently sell at a loss.

5: Price Discrimination. Price discrimination involves selling the same good to dif-

ferent people at different prices. The Robinson-Patman Act is the primary statute

regulating the practice. Examples of price discrimina- tion include quantity dis-

counts for buying in bulk, putting products temporarily on sale, membership pro-

grams, or store-specific credit cards offering discounts or benefits such as points

programs or frequent flier miles. As with other items on this list, there is consider-

able uncertainty as to which forms of price discrimination are punishable and which

are not. Regulators may draw the line wherever they choose at any time. Fortu-

nately, policy makers have mostly realized that Robinson-Patman is unworkable,

and it is mostly unenforced. Consumers and businesses would gain peace of mind

from its repeal.

6. Manufacturer Price Restraints on Retailers. Resale price maintenance agreements

require retailers to sell a product at or above some minimum price set by the man-

ufacturer. They have proven to be a valuable pro-consumer tool. Retailers who are

unable to compete on money prices compete instead on other factors. Manufacturers
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who require retailers to sell at a minimum markup may have a reason for requiring

a certain minimum price. Some of that extra margin might be spent on marketing,

certification programs for repair technicians, or to cover warranty costs.

7: Exclusive Dealing. Exclusive dealing involves a seller agreeing to sell products

exclusively from a certain supplier. Examples include car dealerships and restau-

rants that serve Coca-Cola but not Pepsi. An exclusive arrangement can provide

important benefits to manufacturers, retailers, and consumers. A manufacturer

gains some ability to make long-term decisions regarding how much product to sup-

ply. Retailers gain specialized knowledge of the product. Consumers benefit from

this added sales expertise when making purchasing decisions. Exclusive dealing has

been prosecuted under Section 3 of the Clayton Act, Section 1 of the Sherman Act,

and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Exclusive dealing still exists

because regulators wisely decline to enforce the letter of the law. Repealing those

provisions would remove uncertainty surrounding potentially pro-consumer business

practices.

8: Tying or Bundling. Tying or bundling is selling two or more products together,

but not separately. Determining which products are fit to be tied and which are not

is more a matter of metaphysics than sound policy analysis. Left and right shoes

are always sold as a pair. A car’s tires and sound system are almost always included

in the sale. Transactions like these are allowed by regulators without controversy,

though technically prosecutable—another instance of discretion by regulators creat-

ing uncertainty.

9: Strategic Predatory Behavior. This is often used as a catchall term for competi-

tive behavior that antitrust regulators dislike. Trying to undercut rivals’ profitability

is the very essence of business competition, but recently, the ordinary competitive

market behavior of causing one’s rivals to face higher costs has spawned a veri-

table academic industry devoted to identifying competitive strategies as means of

monopolization.

10: Exploiting Technological Lock-In. Companies can use technological lock-in to

keep customers from fleeing to better alternatives. The famous example of techno-

logical lock-in is the QWERTY keyboard. As it turns out, QWERTY keyboards

are just as efficient as Dvorak and other alternatives. Nowadays Internet browsers

are often cited as an example of technological lock-in. Life is much easier when all

of your website passwords and other information are stored in your browser and en-

tered automatically when needed. In theory, this convenience also makes consumers

reluctant to switch to a competing browser, even if it offers a better user experience.

This reticence can lock consumers into an inferior technology, reducing competition

and the incentive to innovate, but that is a problem grounded in consumer behav-

ior that government is ill equipped to address. Even so, the title of most popular

browser has shifted at least three times over the past 20 years. Netscape gave way
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to Internet Explorer, then Firefox, and now Chrome, which could be eclipsed at any

time.

Consumers and competition would both best be served by repealing antitrust reg-

ulations regarding restraint of trade and monopolization, horizontal and vertical

mergers, collusion such as price fixing and market division, predatory pricing, price

discrimination, minimum resale prices, exclusive dealing, tying and bundling, strate-

gic predatory behavior, and technological lock-in. As the economy becomes more

high-tech, specialized, and global, antitrust policies formed in the smokestack era

are becoming progressively less relevant. Aggressive antitrust enforcement can cre-

ate considerable economic uncertainty, which can have a chilling effect on long-term

investment and innovation in both products and in business practices that benefit

consumers.

Introduction

Politicians and pundits across the ideological spectrum often call for greater com-

petition in the market- place. While their favored means vary widely, the view

that current antitrust law is necessary to ensure competition, and should be applied

more vigorously than it has been in recent history, is common across the American

political landscape. As this paper demonstrates, a rethink of the existing antitrust

paradigm is long overdue.

Antitrust regulation harms consumers, competition, and innovation, and therefore

should be repealed. From a legislative standpoint, this would involve repealing the

Sherman Act of 1890, the Clayton Act of 1914, and the Federal Trade Commission

Act of 1914, as amended, including the Celler-Kafauver Act of 1950 and the Hart-

Scott-Rodino Act of 1976. In addition, the executive branch should decline to

prosecute weak or spurious antitrust cases, and courts should reverse bad precedents.

A market- based approach to competition would reduce the regulatory uncertainty

and chilling of innovation that results from government antitrust regulation. It

would also reduce opportunities for rent-seeking.

The issue has taken on greater urgency, as populist politicians from both left and

right push for more aggressive antitrust enforcement. Regulators in the United

States and the European Union have expressed an interest in pursuing antitrust

actions against tech giants known as the FAANG companies— Facebook, Apple,

Amazon, Netflix, and Google.1 President Trump has specifically singled out Face-

book, Google, and Amazon as antitrust targets.2 The Trump administration tried

to block a merger between ATT and Time Warner, only dropping the suit after

losing in court.3 Telecoms, large food and drug companies, Ticketmaster, airlines,

and hospitals are on some analysts’ prosecution wish lists.4 Uber, Airbnb, and other

sharing economy companies are also under threat.5 Entire business models, such as

franchising, are at risk from potential antitrust regulation.6
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The mere threat of legal penalties— and the environment of over-caution it en-

genders—also has a chilling effect on entrepreneurs who want to try new business

practices and innovate. Such opportunity costs are impossible to measure.

Few large antitrust cases have been brought in the United States recently, and overall

enforcement activity has been slower than in previous eras, but there is a large pool

of potential cases that populist politicians are interested in pursuing.

U.S. antitrust regulators are not the only threat to American innovation. Many

U.S. companies that do business in Europe often face scrutiny from the European

Union (EU), under what it calls “competition policy.” For example, EU antitrust

authorities fined Google $5 billion in 2018, a significant amount of lost capital that

could have created consumer value instead.7 Google’s parent company, Alphabet,

spent $16.6 billion on research and development in 2017.8 If Google did not fear

losing revenue to competitors, it would feel no need to spend such resources to

improve its offerings.

This paper shows that the approach to antitrust law now prevalent in both the

United States and the European Union is misguided and can lead to considerable

economic harm. It starts with the big picture, describing the different sides of the

antitrust debate, from the early interventionist approach that arose in the Progres-

sive Era to the Chicago school-influenced consumer welfare standard that gained

popularity in the late 20th century, up to the current populist revival.9 It goes on to

point out the shortcomings of both the interventionist and Chicago approaches and

argue for a market- based approach.10 With the analytical framework and political

context established, the paper goes through a “Terrible Ten” list of specific antitrust

policies in need of repeal, while explaining the common themes and arguments that

appear in case after case.

The Current State of Debate and the Brandeis Revival

Early populism. Antitrust regulation as we know it began in the late 19th century

as part of a larger populist movement against big business and concentrated power.

It resulted first in the Sherman Act of 1890, which made illegal restraints of trade

or attempts to monopolize an industry. It was refined and strengthened by the

Clayton Act of 1914 and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Act of 1914, both

signed into law by President Woodrow Wilson. The Clayton Act provided guidelines

for merger policy, among other things, while the FTC Act created a new agency to

share antitrust jurisdiction with the Justice Department. Section 5 of the FTC

Act also amended the Sherman Act’s vague “restraint of trade” standard by adding

language on “unfair or deceptive acts or practices,” though it still left it largely up

to agencies and courts to define those terms.

Justice Louis Brandeis, one of the early antitrust movement’s most prominent cham-

pions, viewed large business size as inherently bad. In 1911, during testimony before
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the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, Brandeis said, “I have considered

and do consider, that the proposition that mere bigness can not be an offense against

society is false, because I believe that our society, which rests upon democracy, can-

not endure under such conditions.”11 This led Brandeis to favor using government

to give artificial competitive advantages to smaller firms, regardless of whether they

created more consumer value than larger firms.

Brandeis’s theme of size as a punishable offense persisted as antitrust case law built

up over the next several decades. Many economists were skeptical of antitrust en-

forcement as an effective means toward those ends. The traditional view, held by

most classical economists from Adam Smith onward, was that monopolies were un-

sustainable without state assistance.12 Real-life examples of monopolies were limited

to state-supported enterprises such as the Dutch East India Company.13 All were

legally granted privileges by their governments, and were backed at times by courts

and even armed force. Even after private businesses grew large and antitrust legis-

lation was passed to combat them, many economists remained skeptical that such

regulation was necessary to combat monopolies. The list of such skeptics active at

this time includes notable figures such as Joseph Schumpeter, Ronald Coase, Lud-

wig von Mises, and Aaron Director.14 Even today, many economists view protection

from competition as a factor in the European Union’s competition policy, according

to a University of

Chicago Booth School poll of economic experts.15 Perhaps in part because of this

skepticism, most economists did not pursue careers in the new antitrust enforcement

agencies. Instead, the agencies were staffed mostly by lawyers who often did not

welcome economic analysis or its conclusions.

During the Great Depression, President Franklin D. Roosevelt rolled back antitrust

enforcement. But he did not take a market-based approach to competition policy.

Instead of using government to oppose cartels, his National Recovery Act used

govern- ment to create and maintain cartels. The Agricultural Adjustment Act

even deliberately raised food prices and restricted output—precisely the indicators of

monopoly power that antitrust policy was supposed to prevent. The 1936 Robinson-

Patman Act, which is now mostly unenforced, also banned numerous competitive

pricing practices.

While New Deal-style managed cartels did not rejuvenate the economy, postwar

antitrust policy ramped up to record levels. It was given additional strength by

the 1950 Celler-Kefauver Act, which instituted stricter merger policies, and the

1976 Hart-Scott- Rodino Act, which requires companies above a certain size to

gain regulatory approval before merging. This stronger legislation was accompanied

by record numbers of court cases, fines, and even jail sentences, including some

questionable decisions that today’s antitrust revivalists disavow.16

The Consumer Welfare Standard. From the late 1960s to the 1980s, judges and
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regulators slowly shifted to a consumer welfare standard. By this time, an en-

tire movement had taken off, especially at the University of Chicago. Under the

consumer welfare standard, companies are free to grow big, so long as they act in

ways that maximize consumer welfare. This remains the mainstream practice today.

Figures such as Coase, Director, and Frank Knight influenced a new generation of

competition scholars, including Richard Posner, George Stigler, Yale Brozen, Robert

Bork, Harold Demsetz, Sam Peltzman, and others.17

The most famous defense of the consumer welfare standard remains Robert Bork’s

1978 book The Antitrust Paradox, which was one of the first major law books to

heavily incorporate economic analysis. This coincided with the rise of a hybrid

academic discipline of law and economics— which is now a recognized discipline at

many major universities.18 The influence of law and economics has extended be-

yond the academy, as the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission

began to employ economists around this time, and still do today. This has led to a

more restrained overall approach to antitrust enforcement, with progressively fewer

big cases, and none since the late-1990s Microsoft case. The Justice Department

attempted to block a proposed merger between ATT and Time Warner, but dropped

the case after a loss in the D.C. Circuit Court in February 2019.19

The Brandeis revival. Unfortunately, a new era of antitrust might now be in its in-

fancy—basically a return to Brandeis’s anti-bigness ethos with a few nods to moder-

nity. Some analysts call this movement “hipster antitrust,” usually derisively.20

This paper will instead use terms the movement’s members use, such as “Neo-

Brandeisian.”21 Some populists on the right, such as President Trump and some

of his political allies, including political commentators such as Steve Hilton, Tucker

Carlson, and Ned Ryun, also favor an antitrust revival.22 Neo-Brandeisians and

many populists reject the consumer welfare standard, proclaiming to use antitrust

regulation to promote broader values such as decreasing income inequality, oppos-

ing concentrated power, favoring democracy, the public good (however defined), and

bringing elites down a notch.

Under a Neo-Brandeisian standard, a company’s size could once again become a

per se offense, even if a breakup would make consumers worse off (in legalese, this

means something is automatically illegal, even if it has good intentions or beneficial

consequences).23 Columbia University law professor Tim Wu, in his 2018 book The

Curse of Bigness (titled for a famous Brandeis expression), advocates returning

to an anti-bigness standard. His arguments are a good summation of the general

Neo-Brandeisian world- view, and are worth examining further. The first antitrust

legislation, Wu writes, “was clearly understood as a reaction to the rising power of

the monopoly trusts, such as the Standard Oil Company.”24 Seeing large business

size as a persistent problem, Wu points to Louis Brandeis, “whose voice is needed

for what we confront today.”25
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In his concluding chapter, “A Neo- Brandeisian Agenda,” Wu argues that, “Some

effort to revive the antitrust laws may be an inevitability in a nation founded on

principles of anti-monopoly, equality, and decentralized power.”26 However, a federal

government that can break up any company for a wide variety of reasons is far from

decentralized.

Wu favors rejecting a consumer welfare standard in favor of a protection of com-

petition standard, a new term for the rule of reason standard that was used in

Brandeis’s era. This standard relies heavily on a judge’s discretion in deciding a

company’s guilt in an antitrust case, and therefore is less well defined than both

the preponderance of evidence standard used in most civil cases and the reasonable

doubt standard used in criminal cases. Wu argues that it is practically impossible

to measure consumer welfare or allocative efficiency. This is a problem for the con-

sumer welfare standard, under which “courts and enforcers rely too heavily on price

effects, since they are the easiest to measure—yielding underenforcement of law.”27

Underenforced by what criteria, Wu does not say.

However, the protection of competition/ rule of reason standard has even larger mea-

surement problems, and, as Wu acknowledges, “inevitably demands some exercise

in social planning, and ascertaining values that can be difficult, if not impossible,

to measure.”28 In practice, returning to the old ways would give judges and regu-

lators vast power they do not have today. It would also violate a cardinal rule of

sound policy—do not give allies powers you would not want your enemies to have.

Remember President Trump’s threats against Amazon in the early days of his ad-

ministration. Given how heated judicial confirmations have become in recent years,

Neo- Brandeisians should be especially sensitive to this argument.

Wu also commits what economist Harold Demsetz popularized as the Nirvana fal-

lacy.29 In the perfect competition model, consumers are assumed to have perfect

information, prices instantly move so that supply and demand never depart from the

exact equilibrium point where all goods sell and markets clear, and all this happens

with zero transaction costs. This model is useful for isolating variables and for class-

room teaching, but not so much for judging real-world market performance. Wu is

correct in that markets nearly always fall short of the perfect competition model.

Yet his advocacy of government action comes very close to assuming that real- world

governments can create their own version of a perfect competition model. Wu com-

pares real-word market outcomes to an idealized vision of government regulation,

not the real- world kind.

Neo-Brandeisians and other progres- sives rightfully oppose rent-seeking, but their

proposed antitrust policies would make the problem worse. Antitrust regulation

creates opportunities for rent-seeking by politically connected interests. Wu con-

sistently ignores this throughout his book. He correctly points out how numerous

companies game government policies to reduce competition, but then goes on to
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advocate for more government power, which can also be gamed, as the solution.

Even now, in a relatively restrained antitrust environment, roughly 95 percent of

antitrust lawsuits are brought privately by competitors, not by the Justice Depart-

ment or Federal Trade Commission.30 Repealing antitrust regulation would not

eliminate rent-seeking—there are many other avenues rent-seekers can take—but it

would reduce it.

Such is the current state of the debate. The consumer welfare and Neo- Brandeisian

populism standards are more similar than advocates of either side would like to

admit, but there are more than two possible approaches to antitrust policy. The

next section shows how a market-based approach to competition policy would yield

better results than what pro-antitrust politicians on both the left and right are

currently offering.

Major Antitrust Themes and Arguments

Antitrust enforcement policies have ebbed and flowed over the last 130 years, and

will no doubt continue to do so, but the major themes and arguments persist.

This section lists some of those major themes, and shows why market competition

outperforms both Neo-Brandeisian activism and Chicago-style moderation.

Competition is a spectrum, not an on/off switch. How much market concentration

is too much? At what point does it become anti-competitive? Is it even possible

to measure? If so, should it be measured by market share, how many firms are

in the market, or how high are the barriers to entry? This is a significant knowl-

edge problem scholars and regulators are still trying to overcome. The Herfindahl-

Hirschman Index (HHI) attempts to provide an objective numerical score for market

concentration.31 But even this device has its limitations—the people plugging the

numbers into the HHI formula can define the relevant market any way they choose,

and thus can come up with almost any HHI score they wish. They can even change

the parameters if their first attempt’s results do not help the case they are trying

to make.

The Justice Department and Federal Trade Commission’s Horizontal Merger Guide-

lines state that mergers raising an HHI score by more than 200 points are “presumed

to be likely to enhance market power.”32 Score changes under 100 are generally not

a concern. While the scores do not decide a case by themselves, they do factor into

agency decisions about whether to pursue a case and how strongly to place the bur-

den of proof on the accused. That is an enormous amount of power for regulators

to have.

Moreover, a given level of market concentration is not on its own evidence of con-

sumer harm, but businesses face enormous uncertainty in this area. The Sherman

Act is very short, and makes monopoly or attempted monopoly the crime. Moreover,

courts have never settled on a consistent definition of permissible concentration. Dif-
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ferent decisions have used different bench- marks for what levels of concentration

threaten competition, for no clear reason. The Supreme Court, in its 1962 Brown

Shoe decision, ruled against a merged company with a combined market share of

2.3 percent of the nation’s shoe retail market and about 4.5 percent of its shoe pro-

duction.33 Then in the 1966 Von’s Grocery case, the Supreme Court ruled against

a merged company with a combined 7.5 percent market share in the city of Los An-

geles.34 Meanwhile, the federal government gave ATT a legally protected monopoly

for decades until reversing course and breaking it up in the 1980s.35

Many regulators have a binary view of competition—a market is either competitive

or it is not. Most markets are somewhere in between and constantly move around

along that spectrum as circumstances change. This makes regulators’ task nearly

impossible, given how difficult it can be for them to determine if a problem even

exists, or how long it will last.

The relevant market fallacy. This is one of the easiest mistakes to make in all of

antitrust analysis. It is also one of the easiest to avoid. Thinking along the different

parts of a spectrum illustrates why. At one end of the spectrum, every individual

product can be seen as its own relevant market. A sandwich at one restaurant is

different than an identical sandwich sold at another restaurant next door, even if

they are the same price. One restaurant might offer better service, better ambience,

or some other non- price characteristic that differentiates it from its competitor. In

that sense, there are two different products operating in different markets appeal-

ing to different sets of consumer preferences.

At the other end of the spectrum, the only relevant market is as big as the entire

global economy. That sandwich also competes against other types of food in a

global supply chain. Whichever point on the spectrum an analyst decides is right

for a given case is an arbitrary decision. It is largely a matter of semantics, and

often analytically useless in determining consumer welfare.

Uncertainty. Antitrust regulation creates an enormous amount of economic uncer-

tainty. Nobody knows how it will be used at a given time. If antitrust statutes are

interpreted literally, potentially any firm, no matter how small, can be charged with

an antitrust violation—or for dominating its relevant market, however defined. If

a business sells goods at a lower price than its competitors, it can be charged with

predatory pricing. If it sells goods at the same price as its competitors, it can be

charged with collusion. And if it sells goods at a higher price than its competitors,

it can be charged with abusing market power.

A century of case law has evolved some guidelines, but judicial precedents can be

overturned any time a new case is brought. There are few bright-line legislative or

judicial standards for antitrust enforcement. It is mostly guided by a mix of incon-

sistently enforced judicial precedents, regulators’ personal discretion, and political

factors unrelated to market competition. Even the mere threat of antitrust enforce-
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ment can have a preemptive chilling effect on innovation, business strategies, and

potential efficiency-enhancing arrangements.

Rent-seeking. Neo-Brandeisians rightly want to reduce rent-seeking, but they rou-

tinely propose policies that will backfire because of a common misunderstanding of

how governments work in practice. Government employees do not operate with only

the public interest in mind. They are human beings, with the same incentives and

flaws as other human beings. They want to increase their budgets and power and

enjoy the publicity that accompanies big cases. It also makes regulators especially

vulnerable to what is known as a Baptist-and-boot- legger dynamic. In Clemson

University economist Bruce Yandle’s classic example, a moralizing Baptist and a

profit-seeking bootlegger will both favor a law requiring liquor stores to close on

Sundays, though for different reasons. A true-believing “Baptist” in Congress or at

the Justice Department or the FTC would be inclined to listen seriously to the en-

treaties of corporate “bootleggers” who can come up with virtuous-sounding reasons

for why regulators should give their businesses special favorable treatment.36

Oracle, one of Microsoft’s rivals, ran its own independent Microsoft investigation

during that company’s antitrust case, for what it alleged were Baptist-style reasons.

“All we did is try to take information that was hidden and bring it to light,” said

Oracle CEO Larry Ellison. “I don’t think that was arrogance. I think it was a

public service.”37 Former Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-UT), who counted Oracle among

his constituents, was one of the loudest anti-Microsoft voices in Congress. Around

that time, he also received $17,500 donations from executives at Netscape, AOL,

and Sun Microsystems. Perhaps heeding Hatch’s admonition that, “If you want to

get involved in business, you should get involved in politics,” Microsoft expanded its

presence in Washington from a small outpost at a Bethesda, Maryland, sales office

to a large downtown Washington office with a full-time staff plus multiple outside

lobbyists.38 Microsoft quickly went from a virtual non-entity in Washington to the

10th-largest corporate soft money campaign donor by the 1997-1998 election cycle.

Sen. Hatch’s campaign was among the beneficiaries.39

The lines between Baptist and boot- legger can be blurry, and some actors play

both parts. But such ethical dynamics are an integral part of antitrust regulation

in practice.

Government usually stifles competition. If antitrust regulation is to be retained, it

should not be a first-resort policy. If a company has an overwhelming competitive

advantage, it is important to first ask what is causing it. If the advantage is due to

superior performance, then consumers are not being harmed.

In most cases, dominance does not last long, as evidenced by how quickly any list of

America’s largest companies changes from year to year. If a company does remain

dominant for a long period of time, one of two possibilities must be true. The first

option is that it continues to be consumers’ preferred option. The second is that it is
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engaging in rent- seeking behavior. In the first case, there is no need for an antitrust

intervention. In the second case, the solution is not antitrust regulation, but to take

away the government’s power to tilt the scales in rent-seekers’ favor.

Think long term. Robert Bork, though famous for his antitrust skepticism, still

favors some antitrust regulation. He merely favors a more restrained usage than

the Brandeis school. As he writes in The Antitrust Paradox, “Antitrust is valuable

because in some cases it can achieve results more rapidly than can market forces. We

need not suffer losses while waiting for the market to erode cartels and monopolistic

mergers.”40

Bork’s statement is problematic for several reasons. How do regulators and judges

know which cases are causing consumer harm and which are not? How do they

decide which cases to pursue? Cases also often take years to resolve. Assuming

regulators identify a valid case, how would they, and the judges who hear the case,

know if market activity could address the problem by the time the case is decided?

Do the benefits of regulatory action exceed the court and enforcement costs? Are

the affected companies in a position to capture the regulators?

More to the point, does the short-term benefit come at a greater long-term cost? An

enforcement action now could have a deterrent effect on future mergers, contracts,

and innovations, including in unrelated industries. The consumer harm from these

could well exceed the short-term benefits of a short-term improvement on market

outcomes—assuming that regulators are consistently capable of such a feat.

For example, the IBM v. United States antitrust case filed in 1969 lasted for 13

years until the Justice Department decided to drop the case in 1982. By then, the

computer market had changed so completely that IBM’s competitors had long since

surpassed it. In this case, regulators eventually gave up, however belatedly, but

this is not guaranteed to happen in every case. And who knows what consumer-

benefiting innovations IBM could have developed with the time and resources it

ended up devoting to defending itself in this case? Neo-Brandeisians could argue

that it was the antitrust process itself that empowered IBM’s competitors to overtake

it, but there is no way of knowing that.

With these themes in mind, here is a “Terrible Ten” list of antitrust policies that

should be repealed.

1: Restraint of Trade and Monopolization

The Sherman Act of 1890 is two pages long.41 Section 1 makes illegal “every con-

tract, combination, or conspiracy in restraint of trade.”42 Section 2 declares that

“every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, or conspire to mo-

nopolize shall be deemed guilty of a felony.”43 Nearly 130 years later, the phrases

“restraint of trade” and “monopolize” remain key terms in antitrust regulation.
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From the earliest cases to the present, antitrust enforcers have chosen odd targets.

In fact, there is substantial evidence that prosecutors select cases based on political

considerations rather than on the merits.44

The working economic definition of a monopoly is a firm dominant enough to simul-

taneously raise prices and reduce supply.45 By this standard the first major antitrust

target, Standard Oil, did not act as a monopoly. It had overwhelming market share,

but its behavior did not fit the pattern of a monopolist, as it continually increased

supply and cut prices.46 Over the period 1879-1895, Standard Oil’s market share

went from 88 percent to 82 percent. Over a similar period, 1880-1897, the price

of refined oil per gallon in barrels declined from 9.33 cents to 5.91 cents.47 Despite

falling prices, over the period 1890- 1897 Standard increased its kerosene production

by 74 percent, lubricating oil by 82 percent, and wax by 84 percent. Falling prices

and rising output are the opposite of monopoly behavior.

More importantly, it was not immune from competition. In the following years, the

market changed. Electricity and natural gas displaced kerosene, which Standard

Oil dominated. The company had to adapt to customers’ preferences instead of the

other way around. It did so successfully, as the growth of automobiles and increasing

industrialization opened a large market for gasoline and other oil products such

as lubricants. Rather than restricting supply, its crude oil production went from

39 million barrels in 1892 to 99 million barrels in 1911, the year of the Supreme

Court’s momentous Standard Oil decision (there were several antitrust cases against

Standard; the 1911 Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey v. United States decision is the

one most commonly cited).48 Despite increasing supply, Standard’s market share of

all petroleum products had declined from 88 percent in 1890 to 64 percent in 1911.49

In addition to falling prices and rising output, Standard also had to contend with

declining market share.

Based on the data, it is difficult to argue that Standard was engaging in monopoly

behavior or harming consumers. This may be why the 1911 Standard Oil decision

relied on a “rule of reason” standard, which has no set criteria or thresholds for

determining what is and is not a monopoly. Judges and regulators simply decide

what they think is reasonable, which varies over time and from case to case.50 From

Standard until now, there has never been a bright-line rule for determining monopoly

status.

The most recent major case was the Justice Department’s case against Microsoft.

It involved a personal computer market that Microsoft played a large part in pop-

ularizing in the first place.51 The Justice Department began the first of multiple

investigations Microsoft in 1992 and extracted a settlement in 1994. Under that set-

tlement, Microsoft agreed not to tie outside programs into Windows, but remained

free to add features.

This semantic distinction became the crux of a lawsuit that began in 1998 and
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continued into 2002. Microsoft required computer manufacturers to include Internet

Explorer in their Windows 95-based machines. The Justice Department argued that

this violated the 1994 settlement’s tying ban, while Microsoft argued that Internet

Explorer was a feature of Windows, not a separate program.

An initial 2000 decision would have broken up Microsoft into two separate compa-

nies. One would have been in charge of operating systems such as Windows, and

the other firm would take up Microsoft’s other software programs. This decision was

overturned on appeal, leading to a settlement agreement in 2001 that was finalized

in 2002.

Microsoft was allowed to continue tying Internet Explorer and other products into

Windows. But by that time, a rival browser called Firefox was gaining popularity,

and Microsoft’s browser monopoly was dying of natural causes. Despite being tied

into every Windows machine, Internet Explorer would lose market share every year

and eventually be discontinued. As of 2019, it survives as a little-used program

re-named Edge. Firefox would in turn be unseated by Google’s Chrome browser,

and even Apple’s stock Safari browser for Mac and iOS has long had a larger market

share than Internet Explorer.

Today, antitrust regulators in both the U.S. and Europe are focused on the FAANG

companies—Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix, and Google— for their dominance

of their respective sectors. Some of them invented the very markets they dominate,

such as Apple with the iPhone, the first widely adopted touchscreen smartphone.

Others superseded prior incarnations by offering consumers a better product, as

Facebook did over MySpace or Netflix over Blockbuster. Amazon competes with

brick-and-mortar retailers such as Walmart and Target, which are improving their

online shopping as a direct competitive response.

None of these developments have reduced supply so far. Many online offerings,

from Google searches to Facebook accounts to many apps in Apple’s App Store, are

zero-price. This price point, common in the tech sector, encourages trade rather

than restrains it. Netflix raises its prices every so often, but for families who collec-

tively watch at least a movie a week, membership is still cheaper than competing

options such as purchasing DVDs, on-demand cable TV, or going out to a movie

theater. This should be their decision to make, not the Justice Department’s or the

FTC’s. (Hulu, Amazon Prime Video, and various niche services also offer competing

exclusive original content.)

Monopolies cannot last without government assistance (barring some very narrow

limited circumstances, such as near-total control of a natural resource). Facebook

is currently overwhelmingly dominant, but is worried about its aging user base.

Younger users generally prefer to interact with each other out of sight of parents,

teachers, or bossess, and are increasingly choosing other social networks, such as

SnapChat. As Georgetown University computer scientist Cal Newport remarked in
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a January 2019 Wall Street Journal interview, Facebook, in his view, seems to have

“a very weak connection to their user base. It’s a much more fickle user base than

they probably want to admit.”52 And on March 6, 2019, in response to growing pri-

vacy concerns among the public, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg announced plans

to shift the company’s focus toward encrypted and ephemeral communications, ac-

knowledging that, “frankly we don’t currently have a strong reputation for building

privacy protective services.”53

Privacy concerns are also providing opportunities for competitors to provide a dif-

ferent balance of privacy protection and data collection for targeted advertising

that consumers and advertisers might prefer over Facebook’s. The only way for

Facebook to keep its dominance is to offer a better product that appeals to its cus-

tomers—which is why the company is continuously changing its design, features,

and privacy practices. It also spent $7.8 billion on research and development in

2017, which is not a business decision a company would make if it felt safe and

secure.54

The quality of the user experience is another issue. Remember the relevant market

fallacy. Social media competes with other forms of leisure time and some people are

souring on social media and doing other things with their time instead. Facebook

and Twitter political discussions are often rather less than edifying, to put it politely.

They are difficult to keep out of one’s newsfeed. And time spent scrolling through

feeds is time not spent with family, friends, hobbies, books, movies, and more.

Antitrust regulators are in no better position than anyone else to foresee the future

of social media. Market dominance is not automatically a bad thing. Size in itself

is neither good nor bad. What matters is maximizing consumer benefit. Given the

ease of exit, which in this case is as simple as not visiting certain websites, it is easy

for consumers to do what they want, rather than what Facebook wants.

Neither Microsoft nor Facebook nor Standard Oil ever held 100 percent market

share. But if having a single firm in a given sector does turn out to maximize

consumer welfare, antitrust regulators would hurt people by breaking it up. If a

dominant company is making extra-normal monopoly profits, the only way for it

to keep competitors out is to use government on its behalf. The solution to this

problem is not antitrust enforcement, but taking away the government’s power to

grant favors to rent-seekers.

2: Horizontal Mergers

Horizontal mergers are between companies competing in the same market. Vertical

mergers are between companies up and down the supply chain. General Motors

and Ford merging with each other would be a horizontal merger, while one of them

merging with one of its suppliers would be a vertical deal. Horizontal mergers reduce

the number of competitors in a market, and increase their average size. Both of these
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are red flags for regulators searching for possible restraints of trade or attempts at

monopolization.

Antitrust law treats a company differently based on whether it reaches a certain size

through growth or through merger. If size or market concentration is the offense,

that is what the law should be concerned with, not how a company got its dominant

position.

As University of California, Berkeley economist Oliver Williamson has demonstrated,

the real proof of a merger leading to market power has two components: 1) reduced

output, which leads to societal deadweight losses; and 2) the cost savings from

efficiencies that may outweigh those deadweight losses—in other words, increased

profits55

Horizontal merger arguments are prone to the relevant market fallacy. The merg-

ers between Coca-Cola and Dr. Pepper and between PepsiCo and Seven Up were

attacked during the 1980s under the arbitrary premise that one need distinguish

between “carbonated soft drinks” and “soft drinks” for the purpose of determining

whether monopoly power exists.56 Many beverage companies own multiple brands,

not all of them carbonated, hence the distinction. Coca-Cola also owns Dasani bot-

tled water, for example, and Dr. Pepper and Snapple have had the same parent

company through several rounds of mergers and acquisitions. The trouble is that

these are not necessarily separate markets. Many of these brands compete against

each other, for example, with bottled water and iced tea marketing campaigns aimed

at persuading consumers to drink those products instead of soda that in some cases

might be bottled at the same plant. This is competitive behavior, regardless of who

owns which brands.

In 1997 the Federal Trade Commission blocked the merger of Staples and Office

Depot on the basis of a static perception that prices would rise or competitive entry

might not happen overnight.57 In 2016, U.S. District Judge Emmet G. Sullivan

ruled against a second merger attempt.58 The unintended result has been to deprive

underserved localities of superstores that the merger’s potential profitability might

have made feasible.59

In 2008, Sirius and XM, two satellite radio companies, merged. The Justice De-

partment nearly blocked the merger due to the relevant market fallacy. Yes, the

merged company would have a monopoly over satellite-based radio, but that is not

the relevant market. Satellite radio competes for listeners’ attention with terrestrial

radio, podcasts, audio books, streaming radio, streaming on-demand music services

such as Spotify, and depending on the age of one’s car, compact discs. Recognizing

its true relevant market, SiriusXM has expanded beyond satellites and also offers

subscribers its full channel lineup over the Internet, and acquired Internet radio

company Pandora in 2019 in an attempt to improve its Internet offerings.60
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A similar argument applies to the Whole Foods-Wild Oats merger between two high-

end grocery store chains.61 These compete with other grocery stores such as Trader

Joe’s, Wegman’s, Kroger, Piggly Wiggly, and many others, including small, locally

owned stores that are especially attuned to a community’s tastes and preferences.

The relevant market is much larger than Whole Foods’ organic and health-conscious

niche. After being bought out by Amazon, Whole Foods also entered the online

ordering grocery delivery market, where it now competes with Peapod and other

delivery services. Traditional grocery stores are responding by increasing their of-

ferings for online ordering, curbside pickup, and delivery. Amazon is further upping

the ante by announcing, in March 2019, its own brick-and-mortar stores separate

from the Whole Foods brand.62 Time will tell what the market’s next competitive

response will be.

3: Collusion: Cartels, Price Fixing, and Market Division

Adam Smith famously observed that, “People of the same trade seldom meet to-

gether, even for merriment and diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy

against the public, or in some contrivance to raise prices.”63 He was right. This

is one reason why, historically, price fixing is by far the most common cause for

antitrust lawsuits.64 This is usually done by means of formal and informal cartels

and agreed-upon market divisions. But this does not mean such arrangements are

effective; companies that collude tend to be less profitable than companies that do

not.65

There are two problems with cartels, price fixing, market division, and other forms

of collusion.

The first—a common one with antitrust issues—is where to draw the line. Every

corporation in existence engages in some form of what could be considered collusion.

A classic example is a law firm. When two or more lawyers join together in a law

firm, they agree in advance to charge certain rates and not to compete with each

other for clients. They set market divisions, say, with one attorney specializing in

contract law and another in patent law. These are all examples of collusion, yet

no antitrust regulator would file a case against such a firm. If collusive behavior

is acceptable inside a single firm, why is identical behavior unacceptable between

separate firms? No compelling argument for this legal and logical oddity exists.

The second problem with attempting to regulate collusion is that cartels do not

last, at least without government help. Its members have strong incentives to defect

and charge lower prices or increase output. Even if price fixing and other collusion

were the result of deliberate anti-consumer mischief, we would be better off allowing

markets, rather than regulators, to take their course. The instability of inefficient

cartel arrangements serves as a built-in insurance policy for consumers.

Moreover, if cartel members stop competing on money prices, they can compete
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on other features such as quality, shorter wait times, warranties, or other add-ons.

Consumer welfare depends on more than just money prices. The tendency to under-

mine agreements, and seek a bit of competitive advantage, renders inefficient cartel

arrangements unstable and sets in motion their destruction— unless government

enforces the cartel. The more inefficient a cartel becomes— prices are too high or

some territories are underserved—the stronger the incentive for new competitors to

enter the market.

A prominent example of collusion in U.S. history is the pre-deregulation airline

industry.66 Before the Carter administration and the economist Alfred E. Kahn’s

deregulatory efforts, airlines were unable to compete freely on interstate flights.

The Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) ran a cartel arrangement in all but name. If an

airline wanted to add, say, a New York to Los Angeles flight, it first had to apply to

the CAB. If the agency thought the route was already sufficiently served, it could

deny the application. The CAB also set fares, so airlines were unable to compete on

price. Instead, airlines competed on non-price features such as in-flight service and

other perks, but air travel remained out of reach of many people’s budgets. When

the CAB was abolished, prices went down and supply went up almost immediately.

The cartel, just as economists predicted, was unsustainable without government

regulation.

The Civil Aeronautics Board did not have jurisdiction over intrastate flights, and

the vibrancy of those markets compared to the CAB-regulated interstate market was

striking. Southwest Airlines began flying only inside the state of Texas. It found high

demand for inexpensive, low-frills flights. Deregulation allowed Southwest to take

this business model national, and it is now the fourth-largest airline in the United

States.67 Airlines such as Pan American and Braniff were unable to keep up and

went out of business. Surviving airlines had to cut costs to remain competitive, and

new airlines such as JetBlue and Spirit emerged with their own takes on cost-cutting

and unbundling of various amenities and services.68

Because cartels and other forms of collusion are inherently unstable, many such

cases involve rent-seeking. The remedy for such cases is not antitrust enforcement.

It is making rent-seeking more difficult, such as by reforming tax and regulatory

codes to inoculate them against special interest lobbying.

4: Predatory Pricing

Antitrust regulators can penalize a company for predatory pricing if it charges lower

prices than its competitors. The thinking goes that a company can sell goods at

a loss to gain market share, causing competitors to exit the market or even go

bankrupt. Then the predator can raise its prices and enjoy monopoly profits.

The problem here is one of simple arithmetic. Predators nearly always have a larger

market share than the prey. This means the larger company must sell more product
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at a loss than the smaller prey companies, and thus incur a larger loss. The only

way for the predator to keep a permanent monopoly is to permanently sell at a loss,

which results in bankruptcy, not monopoly.

Monopolies are also temporary— again, unless government assists—so the predator’s

monopoly would disap- pear as other companies saw an oppor- tunity to undercut

a high monopoly price and still make a profit.69

A successful example of predatory pricing has never been proven, as the Supreme

Court acknowledged in the 1986 Matsushita Electric Industrial Corp. v. Zenith Ra-

dio Corp. decision.70 Zenith, an American television set producer, argued that 21 of

its Japanese competitors, including Matsushita, colluded to earn monopoly profits

in Japan to subsidize predatory pricing in the U.S. market in order to drive Amer-

ican companies out of business. A skeptical Supreme Court noted that “predatory

pricing schemes are rarely tried, and even more rarely successful.” Though the Court

declined to repeal the Robinson-Patman Act outright, it noted that a “predatory

pricing conspiracy is by nature speculative.”71

It is possible that a company with some outside revenue from another line of business

could subsidize its predation enough to succeed, but monopolizing one market in

this fashion comes at the cost of becoming less competitive in another market. Such

a company would not benefit on net, as its profits in one market are negated by

losses in another.

As Nobel Prize-winning economist George Stigler argued in a lecture five years before

Matsushita, economists are far more knowledgeable about how competition works

than they were when the Sherman Act passed in 1890:

The content and power of competition have become much better understood after

several generations of far-ranging debate about monopolistic and imperfect com-

petition and oligopoly—a word unknown to the profession in 1890. Consider one

small example: The earlier literature of predatory competition had the predator cut

prices in the vicinity of the prey and raise prices elsewhere to recoup the loss. Today

it would be embarrassing to encounter this argument [that predatory pricing is a

monopolizing device] in professional discourse.

Predatory pricing is especially difficult to achieve in the tech sector. Many apps and

games, social media, and cloud storage services are available free of charge—a diffi-

cult price to undercut. They are supported instead by advertising or other revenue

sources. This opens up additional competitive opportunities. If companies cannot

compete on money prices, they can compete on other features, such as offering fewer

or less intrusive advertisements for a small fee. This type of undercutting is pure

consumer benefit.

Even operating systems, which used to cost hundreds of dollars for updates back

in the days of Windows 95, are now typically updated for free. Android, the most
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popular mobile operating system as of this writing, is available for free to phone and

tablet manufacturers, who are also free to customize it for their devices.

Not only do attempts at predatory pricing usually fail, antitrust remedies can harm

consumers.

5: Price Discrimination

Price discrimination involves selling the same good to different people at different

prices. The Robinson-Patman Act is the primary statute regulating the practice. As

Robert Bork put it, “One often hears of the baseball player who, although a weak

hitter, was also a poor fielder. Robinson- Patman is a little like that. Although it

does not prevent much price discrimination, at least it has stifled a great deal of

competition.”

In a colorful example of price discrimination, Burger King ran a temporary promo-

tion in December 2018 to sell Whoppers for a penny— but only to customers who

used its smartphone app to order while within 600 feet of a McDonald’s location.

Burger King’s goal was to encourage customers to download its relaunched app and

order online—and yes, to troll its competitor for a laugh. The penny Whopper pro-

motion was a way for Burger King to persuade customers not just to download the

app, but to associate Burger King with online ordering. Down the road, this price

discriminating provision can save Burger King future labor costs and staff time in

taking orders, while reducing error rates.

Other examples of price discrimination include quantity discounts for buying in

bulk, putting products temporarily on sale, membership programs, or store-specific

credit cards offering discounts or benefits such as points programs or frequent flier

miles. Some clubs, restaurants, or theaters will charge different prices to members

and non-members, or sell season tickets at a special rate.

In 1998, the American Booksellers Association and a number of other independent

booksellers filed antitrust lawsuits against the superstores Borders and Barnes & No-

ble for receiving not just volume discounts, but other favorable terms, such as special

promotional treatment from publishers—non-money price discrimination. Borders is

now bankrupt and Barnes & Noble is struggling to remain competitive despite such

favorable treatment, so it is unlikely the antitrust case would have helped competi-

tion had it succeeded. However, it would have given special government treatment

to individual competitors. This is often the result of antitrust regulation, if not its

intention.

In a twist of fate no regulator predicted, independent booksellers are enjoying some-

thing of a renaissance without any antitrust assistance. Many stores are even ben-

efiting from Amazon’s dominance. Amazon allows independent booksellers to use

Amazon’s website to list and sell books (and nearly any other product), and can

even handle order fulfillment. The stores benefit from gaining access to a global
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customer base, and Amazon benefits from both a cut of the sales and enhancing

its desired reputation as a place to buy just about anything. Even individuals who

do not own a physical store or do not want to go through the regulatory hurdles

of establishing one can take advantage of this policy, enabling even the smallest of

competitors to enter the market and benefit consumers. Many of those customers

will take advantage of Amazon’s Prime program, a form of price discrimination for

shipping costs.

As with other items in this Terrible Ten list, there is considerable uncertainty as to

which forms of price discrimination are punishable and which are not. Regulators

may draw the line wherever they choose at any time. Fortunately, policy makers

have mostly realized that Robinson-Patman is unworkable, and it is unenforced.

Consumers and businesses would gain peace of mind from its repeal.

6. Manufacturer Price Restraints on Retailers

Resale price maintenance agreements require retailers to sell a product at or above

some minimum price set by the manufacturer. They were made illegal on a per

se basis by the Supreme Court’s 1911 Dr. Miles decision. The Supreme Court

expressed squeamishness about such a severe prohibition, but upheld it for more than

five decades, most famously in the 1967 Schwinn decision. In this case, the Court

ruled against Schwinn for putting territorial restrictions on where its distributors

could sell its bicycles to retailers, thus limiting competition in a given area. The

decision notes that Schwinn’s market share had declined from 22 percent in 1951 to

12.8 percent in 1961. A decade later the Court reversed Schwinn in the Sylvania

case between Sylvania, a television manufacturer, and Continental Television, a

California retailer that took issue with Sylvania’s sales policies. Continental, which

already sold Sylvania televisions in San Francisco, wanted to expand its sales to

Sacramento. Sylvania already had deals with Sacramento stores, and refused to allow

Continental to sell its televisions there. The Court ruled in Sylvania’s favor.

Price maintenance agreements have since proven to be a valuable pro- consumer tool,

and regulators have mostly left them alone since Sylvania. Retailers who are unable

to compete on money prices compete instead on non-money price factors such as

quality of service. Manufacturers who require retailers to sell at a minimum markup

may have a reason for requiring a certain minimum price. Some of that extra margin

might be spent on marketing or displays, certification programs for repair techni-

cians, or to cover warranty costs. A retailer that is able to maintain an extranormal

profit margin has an incentive to display the high-margin product more prominently

than lower-margin competitors or otherwise give it favorable treatment. This gives

those disadvantaged competitors an incentive to become more competitive on some

mix of money prices and non-money features, all to consumers’ benefit.

The retailer also avoids a potential free-rider problem. With a resale price agreement,

consumers could go to one store that offers non-price benefits such as knowledge-
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able sales staff and hands-on product demonstrations, then leave and buy the same

product for less from a no-frills competitor. This type of short-term gain results in

long- term consumer harm. Firms quickly wise up to what is happening, and gain

an incentive to do away with non- price benefits. Consumers would then have less

information available and fewer shopping choices.

Online shopping makes it easier than ever for consumers to free-ride on brick-and-

mortar stores’ non-price benefits while buying online instead. For products requir-

ing online sellers to preserve some minimum resale price, they must offer similar

non-price benefits as brick-and-mortar retailers. Amazon, where possible, allows

customers to peek inside books the same as they would at a bookstore, without

charge. It also relies on customer reviews to give credible assurances of product

quality, free of charge. Google and services such as Consumer Reports and Yelp also

offer reviews for products, stores, restaurants, hotels, and more. If this independent

model becomes the dominant model for informing consumers, it may even spell a

market-derived end for retail price maintenance.

Traditional retailers are also beefing up their online operations as a competitive

response—another consumer benefit partly attributable to resale price maintenance

agreements.

Returning to a pre-Sylvania approach to resale price agreements could make almost

all marketing advertising activities by retailers technically illegal. Advertising costs

money and eats into profit margins. Even low- margin retailers, such as grocers,

engage in extensive advertising, such as in weekly circulars and local television

commercials. Retailers often pay for this pro-competitive behavior by charging

higher prices.

The Schwinn decision has been roundly criticized by Bork, Richard Posner, Dominick

Armentano, and other antitrust scholars, and generally enjoys a poor reputation in

the legal community. It is unlikely any judge would reinstate it. But the extent of

regulatory restrictions of some non- price competition would be a matter of discre-

tion. This would cause uncertainty among affected businesses and have a chilling

effect on competition and innovation.

7: Exclusive Dealing

Exclusive dealing involves a seller agreeing to sell products exclusively from a certain

supplier. Examples include car dealerships, restaurants that serve Coca-Cola but not

Pepsi, or musicians who exclusively use a certain brand of instrument on stage. An

exclusive arrangement can provide important benefits to manufacturers, retailers,

and consumers. A manufacturer gains some ability to make long-term decisions

regarding how much product to make. Retailers gain specialized knowledge of the

product, making them more knowledgeable and effective sellers. Consumers benefit

from this added sales expertise when making purchasing decisions.
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Exclusive dealing has been prosecuted at various points under Section 3 of the

Clayton Act, Section 1 of the Sherman Act, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade

Commission Act. Exclusive dealing still exists in the economy because regulators

wisely decline to enforce the letter of the law. Repealing those provisions would

remove uncertainty surrounding potentially pro-consumer business practices.

A classic exclusive dealing case is the 1922 Standard Fashion Co. v. Magrane-

Houston Co. decision. Standard Fashion was a clothing manufacturer that required

some of its retailers to sell its designs exclusively. Magrane-Houston was one of

those retailers, and Standard Fashion sued it when Magrane-Houston violated their

agreement. The Court sided with Magrane-Houston, and declared the exclusive

contract invalid under Section 3 of the Clayton Act.

There are several issues in play here. As Bork points out, Magrane-Houston’s ex-

clusive contract was a two-year deal that left the retailer free to pursue a different

option upon its expiration. That is not much of a restraint.

In 2010, there was a court case over the National Football League (NFL) giving

Reebok exclusive rights to sell licensed team jerseys (the league has since moved

to an exclusive deal with Nike). It ended in a settlement with the NFL paying

American Needle, an apparel manufacturer disadvantaged by the exclusive Reebok

deal, so it remains an open legal question of whether, for antitrust purposes, a sports

league is a single business entity or whether each team in the league is a separate

entity.

Franchising is another example of exclusive dealing promoting competition. Opening

a restaurant and keeping it afloat is difficult. A small entrepreneur can benefit

by being able to put a nationally known brand on the sign outside, backed by

national marketing, with the menu and ingredients already taken care of and already

popular. Other facets of running a business, such as payroll and bookkeeping,

are often standardized or outsourced altogether, saving further hassle and expense.

Thousands of small entrepreneurs are able to make a living and thrive thanks to

this franchising model. Meanwhile, the parent company benefits from the franchising

fees, and from selling ingredients and supplies to its franchisees. And many of the

efficiency gains from marketing to food costs mean lower prices for consumers.

At the same time, companies should be free to embrace or reject franchising as they

see fit. Many American state governments all but forbid car manufacturers from

selling directly to consumers, for purely political reasons. Car dealer franchisees have

captured regulators, who protect incumbent dealerships by requiring car makers to

use their services.Tesla, an electric car manufacturer, has decided to sell direct-to-

consumer in some places anyway, and has angered incumbent car dealers. In March

2019, Tesla announced it would be closing many of its self-owned dealerships, but

would keep some locations open to serve as showrooms or promotional centers.

Rather than embrace the traditional franchise model, it would transition to online
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sales.

One business model is not inherently better than the other. That is for businesses

and consumers to find out over time. Antitrust regulators do not have their own

money at stake over such decisions; they neither profit from making the right decision

nor lose by making the wrong one. There- fore, they have little incentive to make

a decision based on economic efficiency and are vulnerable to political pressure,

including from rent-seeking parties.

8: Tying or Bundling

Tying or bundling is selling two or more products together, but not separately.

Courts have frowned upon the practice since the Supreme Court’s 1912 A.B. Dick

decision, which involved a maker of shoe-buttoning machines that required its cus-

tomers to also use its shoe-buttoning wire.91 More famously, the 1917 Motion Pic-

ture Patents decision found against a film projector company that required that only

movies authorized by the projector company be screened on its projectors. A 1936

Supreme Court case involved IBM requiring customers to exclusively use its punch

cards with its machines. The Court decided that while IBM could impose standard

specifications for compatible punch cards, it could not prevent other companies from

making the cards or prevent customers from using them. Tying was also at the heart

of the Microsoft case, the last major case regulators have brought.

Determining which products are fit to be tied and which are not is more a mat-

ter of metaphysics than sound policy analysis. Left and right shoes are always

sold as a pair. A car’s tires and sound system are almost always included in the

sale. Transactions like these are allowed by regulators without controversy, though

technically prosecutable—another instance of discretion by regulators creating un-

certainty.

In the 1990s, the Justice Department tried to prosecute Microsoft for tying its Inter-

net Explorer Web browser, free of charge, to its Windows operating system, while not

selling a different version of Windows without the browser. The European Union’s

case against Google similarly involves tying its apps to the company’s Android op-

erating system—that is, including it at no additional cost (Android is available for

free to developers).

Another problem is ease of exit. Internet Explorer could easily be used to download

its direct competitors. This is exactly what happened; Internet Explorer was over-

taken in the marketplace by Firefox and Google’s Chrome browser. Apple’s Safari

browser is also popular with Macintosh and iOS users. Microsoft tried replacing

Internet Explorer with Microsoft Edge but has now conceded defeat and will use

Google’s free Chromium software as a basis for future Edge browsers.95 Edge re-

mains tied to Windows and little used, hardly the threat antitrust regulators made

Internet Explorer out to be.
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9: Strategic Predatory Behavior

This is often used simply a catchall term for competitive behavior that antitrust

regulators dislike. Every business, big or small, tries to grow and gain or preserve

market share. Naturally, this would come at competitors’ expense.

Trying to undercut rivals’ profitability is the very essence of business competition.

But recently, the ordinary competitive market behavior of causing one’s rivals to

face higher costs has spawned a veritable academic industry devoted to identifying

competitive strategies as means of monopolization.

For example, in her 2012 book Captive Audience: The Telecom Industry and

Monopoly Power in the New Gilded Age, Harvard law professor Susan Crawford

argues:

The absence of any effective regulatory regime or oversight over the cable giant

makes it unlikely that Netflix will ever be able to challenge Comcast. Comcast has

a number of options that will make it extremely difficult for independently provided,

directly competitive professional online video to challenge its dominance.

Yet, within a year of the publication of Crawford’s book, Netflix began producing

original content, an innovation she did not foresee. As of 2019, Netflix is alive and

well, and Comcast is the one shifting its business model to match changing consumer

tastes. A June 2018 cover story in The Economist sums up the matter:

This year [Netflix’s] entertainment output will far exceed that of any TV network; its

production of over 80 feature films is far larger than any Hollywood studio’s. Netflix

will spend $12-13 billion on content this year, $3-4 billion more than last year. That

extra spending alone would be enough to pay for all of HBO’s programming—or the

BBC’s.

There is a case of strategic behavior that appears similar to predatory pricing.

Rather than a firm lowering its prices, this involves a firm seeking to raise its rivals’

costs. As George Mason University economist Donald Boudreaux points out:

All methods of raising rivals’ costs depend on the ability of a predator to secure

contracts that exclude its rivals. Such a result requires that the predator’s rivals

and its suppliers remain ignorant about its intentions.

This is a difficult task. Employees often move from firm to firm in an industry,

whether horizontally to a rival or vertically through the supply chain, taking knowl-

edge of predatory plans with them. A disgruntled employee might leak damaging

information to the press or a competitor. Trade shows, publicity events, or even

informal socializing provide regular opportunities for loose lips to accidentally sink

a company’s ships.

10: Exploiting Technological Lock-In
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Companies can use technological lock-in to keep customers from fleeing to better al-

ternatives. The famous example of technological lock-in is the QWERTY keyboard.

As it turns out, QWERTY keyboards are just as efficient as Dvorak and other alter-

natives.100 The handwringing over the VHS-Betamax wars went away when DVDs

became popular, which have since been superseded by streaming video. Same with

the progression of music being played on 78 RPM, then 45 RPM, and then 33 RPM

records, 8-tracks, cassettes, CDs, MP3 players, and now streaming services such as

Spotify. A lock-in example currently in antitrust crosshairs is the Internet browser

market. This is in addition to the tying allegations brought by European Union

regulators addressed earlier in this paper.

Here is where the lock-in issue comes in for browsers: Life is much easier when all

of your passwords and other information are stored in your browser and entered

automatically when needed. Logging into a website or buying something online can

be almost seamless. But in theory, this convenience also makes consumers reluctant

to switch to a competing browser, even if it offers a better user experience. This

reticence can lock consumers into an inferior technology, reducing competition and

the incentive to innovate, but that is a problem grounded in consumer behavior that

government is ill equipped to address.

Even so, the title of most popular browser has shifted at least three times over

the past 20 years. Netscape gave way to Internet Explorer, then Firefox, and now

Chrome, which could be eclipsed at any time. The older browsers remain freely

available for anyone who wants to use them; apparently few people do. Apple’s

Safari browser is also in the mix, along with numerous independent and open source

browsers, such as Opera. There are also stand- alone programs such as LastPass

that can store passwords, credit card numbers, and other information and work with

multiple browsers and other applications. A product called a YubiKey reduces the

need for passwords altogether while serving as an additional security layer.101 Facial

recognition is another option for replacing passwords. If there is a threat of lock-in,

it is via regulation, not markets.

Conclusion

Antitrust regulation began as a populist reaction against big business and industrial

concentration. Yet, it has proven ineffective at countering the perceive threat of

bigness in business, while causing considerable harm to consumers, competition, and

innovation. Moreover, many antitrust policies are based on faulty arguments that

bear little relation to how real-world markets work. And throughout its history, U.S.

antitrust law has created considerable uncertainty for businesses, as federal antitrust

enforcers have tried different regulatory approaches over the last 130 years.

The “rule of reason” standard, which had no set criteria, became the standard for

enforcing actions from fines to jail terms to firm breakups. During the New Deal,

government policy turned in the opposite direction and actively encouraged cartel
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behavior. After a postwar change of heart, antitrust enforcement reached its peak in

the 1950s and early 1960s. Around this time, economists’ arguments slowly earned

mainstream acceptance in the legal profession. By the 1980s, a Chicago-style con-

sumer welfare had become the dominant enforcement standard, and has remained so

up to the present day. However, the combination of a populist presidential adminis-

tration with a growing Neo-Brandeisian antitrust movement on the progressive side

threaten to revert antitrust policy to something closer to an arbitrary rule of reason

standard, which creates the potential for a sharp upswing in enforcement actions

against large or politically disfavored firms.

While the Chicago school and the Neo-Brandeisians prefer different levels of an-

titrust enforcement, both believe that antitrust regulation is an effective tool for

managing competitive market processes. In this, both are in error, for a number of

reasons.

First, competition is a spectrum, not an on/off switch. That makes it difficult

to set predictable standards that companies can work to avoid violating and plan

around.

Second, regulators are prone to fall for the relevant market fallacy, in which a com-

pany appears to dominate a narrowly defined market but has little power in the

larger market in which it actually competes.

Third, antitrust enforcement standards are so broad that they are useless as a

guide to permissible behavior. Allowable behavior changes with the political winds.

Cases, especially major ones, are sometimes prosecuted for publicity rather than

merit.

Fourth, antitrust regulation creates rent- seeking opportunities for companies seek-

ing favors from government to harm competitors. As a result, antitrust regulation,

as actually practiced, has done far more to stifle competition than to protect it or

promote it.

Finally, antitrust regulation takes a short-term approach to a long-term competitive

process. The IBM case was in play for a dozen years before the government dropped

the case. By that time, the technology at the heart of the case had changed and

IBM’s competitive position had declined. A case against one of the FAANG compa-

nies would likely have similar competitive relevance by the time a major trial would

be decided.

As noted, antitrust regulation harms competition, consumers, and innovation, and

therefore should be repealed. Congress should repeal the Sherman Act of 1890, the

Clayton Act of 1914, and the Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914, as amended,

including the Celler-Kefauver Act of 1950 and the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act of 1976.

A market-based approach to competition would enable more powerful market regu-

lation to replace flawed government regulation. This would reduce regulatory uncer-
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tainty and its chilling effects on innovation, reduce rent-seeking, and do away with

the need for intellectual rabbit holes such as defining relevant markets or permissible

levels of firm size or market share.

Aggressive antitrust enforcement can create considerable economic uncertainty, which

can have a chilling effect on long term investment and innovation in both products

and in business practices that could benefit consumers. Consumers and competition

would greatly benefit from the repeal of antitrust regulations regarding restraint of

trade and monopolization, horizontal and vertical mergers, collusion such as price

fixing and market division, predatory pricing, price discrimination, minimum re-

sale prices, exclusive dealing, tying and bundling, strategic predatory behavior, and

technological lock-in. As the economy becomes more high-tech, specialized, and

global, antitrust policies formed in the smokestack era are becoming progressively

less relevant.
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